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Frank sent the blinding rays
the searchlight down
Mardo Turgi, with the order for Pomp's execution upon his lips, threw up
h is arms, a nd fell It was just in the nick of time.
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:frank Reade, Jr.'s Electric Terror "The Thunderer"
OR,

THE SEARCH · FOR THE .TARTAR'S CAPTIVE.
By "NONAME."
"A'right, sah I"
Pomp disappeared with the card.
THE STORY OF NICK WARD.
He carried it into an inner room, wnere a young man of
frank, handsome features and a distinguished air was enOne beautiful day in June a man alighted from a train gaged in studying up some ch~rts. ~n the Readestown depot, and jumping into a carriage, said
"Marse Frank, dar am a ge'mmen to see yo'," said Pomp,
o the driver:
with a bow.
" Drive me to the residence of Frank Reade, Jr., the in['he young inventor, for such he was, and whose name
ventor."
was known the world over, sprang up.
"All1ight, sir," said the cabby.
"All right," he said, brusquely. "Who is he?"
A short while later the carriage stopped at the door of a
"Here am his card, sah."
beauitful mansion, and the traveler dismissed the carriage,
" I am very busy to-day, but--"
and mounting the steps pulled the door bell.
Frank took the card and glanced at it. He gave a start.
In response a darky of most comical and good-natured
NICHOLAS ' WARD.
appearance came to the door.
"Is Mr. Frank Reade, Jr., at home ?" asked the caller.
This. was the name up<ln the card. It was evidently
The darky ducked his head.
familiar
to the young inventor, for he cried :
1
"He am, sah. What wo'd kin I take to him, sah ?"
"Nick Ward! Well, well! I am indeed pleased. An
"You are Pomp, are you?"
old college chum and dear friend of mine. By all means
The darky gave a start of surprise.
show him in, Pomp!"
11
Dat am who I am, sah," he replied.
",A' right, sah."
"I thought so," said the visitor, with a smile.' "I have
A few moments later the visitor was in the library and
heard much of y~u, and Barney and Mr. Frank Reade, Jr., shaking hands warmly with the young inventor.
the inventor. Please take him my card."
. Nicholas Ward was in built very much like Frank Reade,
CHAPTER I.

\
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He was a trifle older, ?u( handsome and straight as

an arroW'.

T1£RROR, THE "THUNDERER."
"However, I was just reckless enough to fall in with t
plan.

We left Baku one day on a sailing vessel, and pr

"Well, Nick, old boy, how are you?" cried Frank, cor- ceeded up the Caspian to Gourief at the· mo"uth of t
dially.

Ural Hiver.

"Very well, indeed, thank you," replied the visitor.
"And you?"
''Quite well, thank you," replied Frank.
,li-ghted to see you."
1_.,

<'.

"I may say the same.

" From thence it is a westerly course to the steppes o
'l'artary.

Wc equipped ourselves with

" I am de- ons and camp equiprnents, and started .

"A foolhardy ~oceeding, no doubt you will say.
It has bt;_~n five years since we of us, not greatly experienced in the ways of the count

' last met."
~. ' "Yes; and you have been tra vcling in Asia, I hear?"
"In Tartary, Indo-China and Hindostan.

or the manners of the people, and yet we were takin

mighty chances.

I have seen

"We took no guide or bodyguard, for we well knell" thei
And you have been to treachery.
almost every co:r:ner of the world witl) your wonderful in"Well, we malle very excellent progress for a ftw hun
'
vcntions."
ch·ed miles. Wc left the border settlements behind an
"I have traveled some and experienced a few adventures," poon were upon the boundless steppes.
said Frank, modestly.
"Here we had plenty of fun fighting wolves and bears
"It is no exaggeration," said Nick Ward, cnthusillSticand having an occasional skirmish with wandering Kirghiz
ally, "when I say that you are the most famous man in
'<But we hau famous luck until we reached a point no
the world to-day."
far from the T shingkins Tan Mountains, beyond which i::
"Ah, you enlarge upon that," said Frank, with a smile.
f· ·
the iower Siberian province of 'l'omsk.
"Nqt a bit."
u One day we w~re riding across a green plain when a
"Well, Nick, what are you up to now, may 'L,!lsk?"
strange looking man on a pony came dashing toward us.
"I have come here to see you upon a very important
u He was almost devoid of clothing, and with his long
question."
beard and hair looked like a veritable wild man.
" .A h!"
"You can imagine qur surprise.
"I do not know whether! can enlist your sympathy in my
"He behaved himself in, a frantic fa shion at sight of us.
cause or not. But it is a just and charitable one, and I
waving his arms wildly and shouting' in good English:
think when I have told you the ~ tory you will agree with
" 'God be praised! You are my countrymen! I am
me fully that something ought to be done."
s&Ved--saved !'
"I do not understand you," said Frank, in a puzzled way.
" 'Heavens !' I said to Jack. 'H e is one of our people.'
"You wish my help?"
" 'Sure enough,' said Jack.
"Exactly."
"What was he doing here?
"J n what way?"
"But we waited . until the rider cam e up . H e leaped
u:E'irst let me tell you my story."
much of life in the last five years.

1

"Vcry well."
Nick Ward lit a cigar and tilted back in his chair.
"Just twelve months ago," he began, "I was in Con-I

from hi s po.ny, and ran up and wildly embrac-ed us.
"He was a man of fifty years, and an Eng,lishman.
" 'Heaven be praised!' he cried, wildly.

'I cannot tell

to

It was my purpose to push from there across you ho\\· glad I am
find my own people once more !'
"Of course, Jack and I at once asked him how he came
the Black Sea to Pati, and thence by rail to Tift is and the
to be in this region and in such a plight. Whereupon he
base of the Caucasus Mountains.

stantinople.

"I did so, and finally landed at Baku, on the shores of told us a story which made the blood almost curdle in our
· S ea. Here I met a harum scarum young Eng- veins .
t h e Casp1an·
lishmanj !ack Wall, who was all intent upon a daring trip
"He Eaid his name was James Westerveltj and that h e
through Kirghaz Tartary.
was a native of Birmingham, England-a wealthy mer" Everybody knows~ what a villainous race of people these chant.
Kirghiz are.

"He had been sojourning in Moscow with his young· and
Kurds, their neighbors, are bad enough in the line beautiful daughter, Madge.
of banditti, but the Kirghiz arc a bad lot.
"One day a friend obtained f rom the Czar a permit to
a The
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They were 1o have a guard and do you mean to say that the girl is yet in the power of the

r afe escort.

h "It was a rare honor, and they accepted it with delight.

Kirghiz ?"
"I do."

" Great H eaven! That is awful! And you lu1ve come
!o me for aid ?"
" Yes."
P· "Their guard was slaughtered, and they were made cap" But-I am powerless. What can I do in the matter?"
tives. Their captor sold them to a Tartar chief, and they
1
"Frank, you are a great inventor. You have an air'1tnally found their way into the mountain retreat of Mardo
ship--"
rJ'ru.rgl, the cruelest of the Tartar bri gands, who told them
"Ah! That was wrecked!" said Frank, in despair. "It
lSthat they would be held for ransom, in failure of which
But one day, between Tobolsk and Bcrctchinslc,;'l. they were

Ol uddenly attacked by a band of bri gands.

,

would take too long to build another."
it
Nicholas Ward sprang to his feet.
"Letters were ~ent by poor Westervelt, but they were
"~rank, don' t say that you cannot help us !" he cried,
ever answered. 'fhe Tlij'tar chief became impatient, and
I
•
excitedly. "Think of that poor father; thi-nk of that beaul-n1atters were seriou s, until one day Westen-elt made his
tiful girl and what her fate will be. Think of it and re
descape.
fuse if you can !"
" His hope was to teach England and Intercede for the
The appeal was a passionate and powerful ohe.
>, rescue of his daughter Madge.
Frank Reade, Jr., in much agitation paced the floor for
"Thus we found him upon the .desert steppes. A wild
a moment. Then his face lit up with Sli.dden resolution.
bdesire seized us to attempt the rescue of Madge Westerveft.
"I can and will save her!" he cried. '
l "We fed Westervelt and gave him some clothing. Then
they would be ki1led.

1we attempted an excursion of rescue into the mountains.

l.

" But we speedily found the Kirghiz so numerous and so
well fortlfied, that it was wholly out of the question to at-

.CHAPTER II.

~tempt by any strategy whatev~r to accomplish our e~d s.
"'l'he only method of r escuing Madge was by fighting
~th em ~ but we finally hit upon a strategic plan. ·
"A tnessnge was sent to Mardo T urgi by one of the Tartars whom '"e captured.

ON THE STEPPES.

The announcement had such an efl'ect upon Nick Ward
that he rushed forward and threw his arms around Frank.
"We offered: to treat with him for ransom, provided he
" God bless you!" he cried. " I khew yol'l would not rcwould wait until one of us could go to ,England and ·back.
fuse, Frank."
We named ten months as the limit. H e wanted one mil" Of course I would not, " replied the young inventor. "I
lion dollars in gold for the ransom fee .
was only driven to a sore trait to think of sotfie feasible
"This would bankrupt poor Wcsteryelt; but he was never- plan for accomplishing the purpose."
t heless willing to pay it to save his daughter .
"I thought of your air-ship."
"But an idea came t o me, and I hastened to put it into
"Yes; if I had an air-ship constructed \ve would have no
execution.
difficillty whatever."
" I left Wall ancl"Westervelt at Gourief on the Ural, and
"But what is your plan ?"
travel eel by quickest stages to Constantinople, and thence
Frank looked thoughtful and did not answer fot a

.

rna-

to London and to America.
. in your presence.

Here I am, after a hard trip, ment.

I thought of you, and as I live, Frank,

l beli eve you arc the only man in the world to-day who has
it in his power to save the Tarta r's captive, beautiful Madge
Y\Testervel t. "

Then he suddenly turned and said:
"You say these Kirghi z are hard fighters?"
"Warriors from the cradle."
"But they have no cannon or anything of that sort?"
"Oh, no."

Frank Reade; Jr., had listened to this thrilling recital
from first to last with the keenest kind of .inter~st. His
Frank walked back and forth for some moments.
face glowed, his eyes shone with excitement; and he drew a
"Did you confer with the English consul at Cgnstantideep breath as Ward .finished.
nople ?" he asked.
"My God!" he exclaimed, "that is a terrible tale. And
"I did."

4
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"What did he say?"
"He said he would present the matter to the Porte, but
he said that neither the Turkish nor the· Russian governments could deal effectually with the Tartar brigands in
their remote quarters. It ~ would require an army sent
thither, which neither power would do."

while not impervious to a cannon ball, would easily wil
stand bullets.
There were seven circular bull's-eye windows in the h~
At either ,end there was a porthole, through which p
jected the barrel of ~ pneumatic dynamite gun, a wonder:
invention of Frank's.

"I see the point," said Frank. "The position is indeed
The. oody of the Thunderer rested upon a cleverly 01
a hard one.
But we will save her if it is in human power to structed framework, with two reversible cirdes for
do so. I have no air-ship at present; but, as luck has it, proper turning of the machine in any direction desir
7r ' I have just finished an invention which I think will be even Eight wheels with broad-grooved tires, with axles dri,
by electric shafts connecting with the electrical machin
, better for the purpose."
inside the hull.
"What is that?" cried Ward, eagerly.
By this arrangement the Thunderer ~auld be made to
·"I call it my Electric Terror, the Thunderer. I could
•
not have devised anything better for the purpose required." in any direction desired.
Upon the top of the hull was a square frame, wiH
"That is an ominous name," laughed Ward. •
thin network o:li finest steel to cover it. This made a s
"And on ominous machine," said Frank.
of deck upon whic4 the voyagers could sit and view i
"Is it perfected?"
country about.
"Quite! I had intended taking a trip down into the
There were loopholes in this netting to fire thropgh
•
Apache country with it, but it will travel the steppes incase of an attack.
stead."
Above the network was the tower or pilot-house, and
"I know that you will realize the prime imp9rtance of
the top of that was a powerful electric searchlight.
immediate action."
Entrance to the Thunderer was effected by means o
' '"You need fear nothing on that score. If the Thunderer 'gang ladder leading up to a door in the network. So m1
goes to Tartary, she will be packed and aboard the train for for the external appearance of the machine.
New York City to-morrow."
Fran).c now took his visitor on board the Thunderer.
"Good!" cried Nick, joyfully. "I would give much for
The hull was divided into three compartments.
a look at' this wonderful invention."
The one in the center, and connected by stairway with
"You shall have it."
pilot-tower, was the dynamo and engine room.
Frank led the way into the ball and called Pomp.
Here the subtle electrical machinery, the outgrowth
"Have the ~arriage brought around at once," be or- Frank Reade, Jr.'s clever brain, was tO' be seen.
iiered.
Forward was a delightful cabin, fitted up luxuriou
"A'right, Marse Frank," said the darky.
with rich furniture, a small library, valuable charts, inst
, • Frank and his visitor stood upon the front ste~s and ments and curios.

•

chatted pleasantly until the carriage came.
Aft, or properly, at the other en~ of the Thunderer, ,
Then they were driven down to the big machine shops.
the ~leeping rooms and bunks.
Frank led the way in the big ·yard. There, where the
Of these there were seven, which was the largest num
workmen had just run it out from the shop, was the new of passengers the Thunderer could carry. Frank unlocl
invention, the Thunderer.
the door of one, and said:
· And as Nick Ward gazetl at it he gave an exclamation
"This shall be yours, Nick!"
of wonderment and delight.
The young American was delighted. H e could har
He saw the theory and practicability of the machine at contain bimselt
a glance.
"It will be simply grand traveling across the steppes
"Wonderful!" he cried. "Upon my word, Frank, it is
just the thing for the steppes!"
The Thunderer was, as Frank had said truly, an ominous
machine.
The body was cigar-shaped, witb keen rams at either
end. It was of lightest steel, rolled fine and hard, and

this way!" he declared. "And we shall certainly succ
in def~ating Mardo Turgi and rescuing Madge!"
Frank Reade, Jr.'s intention to visit Tartary with
Thunderer leaked out in some way that evening, and bef
morning the news had been telegraphed to every city in
United States.
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A tremendous sensation was created, especially in official and rather than ha:ve trouble yielded to the cranky old
ircles at Washington.
pasha's command and made a circuit of the town.
~
But now the Turks and their ilk had been left behind.
By order of the President assurances we!e sent to Frank
The Thunderer was really in wild Tartary, a.n d thrilling
hat he would trav~l through Asia under the protection of
'

he United States Government and with the Executive sane~ adventures were in store for them.
ion.
Nick Ward had written to Westervelt and Wall appointEverywhere the excit'ment was most intense, as the ro- ing a place of meeting.
antic nature of Frank's errand was known.
This was at a small Tartar settlement upon an arm of
the
Caspian.
Everybody wished the party the best of success\ and
The people here received the travelers quite hospitably,
mighty throngs gathered in Readestown to see the Thunand it was decided to make this a rendezvous for all future
derer packed liboard a special train.
operations.
The machine was safely packed and billed to Constaninople via Mediterranean steamers. Then Frank Reade,
The name of the place was Irluk, and arrangements were
Jr., Barney and Pomp, and Nicholas Ward took a train for ' made with the inhabitants for the procuring of necessary
supplies there.
New York, and later boarded a steamer for Europe.
Two days the party waited at Iriuk for the coming of the
A.. the voyage to Constantinople was uneventful we will
two men.
pass over it quickly, and take the reader to more stirring
But neither showed up, nor was any word received from
scenes.
them.
Arrived there Nick found letters from Westervelt and
"That is queer," said Nick Ward, anxiously. "They
Jack Wall at Gourief.
ought to be right on hand. There is something wrong."
They were still holding Mardo Turgi's envoy, and were
"Perhaps something has befallen them," ventured Frank.
in a very nervous state of mind over the situation.
"T cannot think that," said Nick. "No; they have not
"We will relieve their minds very quickly, now," said
received my letter, or they would be here."
Frank.
"Golly, Marse Frank," said Pomp, with a grimace, "if
Arrangements were made to cross the Black Sea oy sailwe stay in dis place much longer, de beggars done git efering vessel, and then an overland trip was made to the shores
fing we hab."
of the Caspian Sea.
"Be jabers, that's roight, if yez did say it, naygur," p.ut
All this was safely performed, and the Thunderer placed in Barney.
aboard a vessel on the Caspian Sea, after crossing which the
The two servitors were ever nagging at eacb other in a
·party were really upon the borders of Tartar land.
good-natured way, and Pomp at once turned upon Barney.
The Thunderer may be said truly to have created a sensa"What am dat yo' say, sah? J es' yo' pleese be a leetle
tion in the country through which it passed.
bit mo' disrespectable when yo' talks to a gemmen !"
Indeed, among the barbarous settlements along the bor"Begorra, thin I'd niver be afther talkin' to yez at all!"
ders of the Caspian Sea some of the natives essayed a hostile said Barney, with a grimace.
attitude.
Pomp made a whack at Barney with a deck swab, whieh
But they were hardly strong enough in numbers to make he had irl. his hand.
an attack, and no trouble was encountered of any serious
The Irishman dodged so quickly that the darky lost his
kind.
footing, and swinging about went down upon his flat nose.
Many curious people were seen and many strange scenes.
When he scrambled up the claret was bursting from it in
Kurds formed the bulk of the population, and they were torrents.
at all times surly and uncommunicy.tive.
Barney screaming with laughter made a dive for the
Frank was careful to avoid a close encounter with any cabin to escape a rush by Pomp.
of them.
But as he reached the stairs he missed his footing and

.

At one village tlie head sheik or ruler appeared and sav- slid the whole length of them on his spine.
agely threatened
dire things if the Thunderer attempted to
"Och, murther !" he' howled. "Shure, it's kilt I am
......
pass through the place.
in toirely."
Frank could easily have blown the village to atoms with
It was now Pomp's turn to laugh, and he did right royalhis pneuma.tic.guns, but he stuck to his conservative course, ly between his efforts to keep his nose straight.

r
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But at this moment a startled cry from Nick Ward
caused the two skylarkers to forget fheir jokes.
They scrambled forward to where Frank Rea de, Jr., and
~

Nick were.
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"Monsiem, it· was the Pass of the V olti," replied i
Tartar.
Nick drew some gold coins from his pocket.
He thru st them into the fellow's hand, and cried:

And as tb.ey did so a thrilling sight rewal'(l ed the gaze
of all.

" You have been faithful and you deserve reward.
and have .your wound s cared for and await our return."

Then Ni ck and Frank scrambled aboard the Thunder
Barney and Pomp flew to the engine room.
CHAPTER III.

Frank went 'into the pilot tower, and Nick sat by

•

side and directed the course of the Tlnmdcrcr.

THRILLING NEWS.

They were rulllling directly for the YoHi Pass by

Down the village street came a horse and rider.
The rider was a specimen of the 'rartar m ce, and dressed
in their wild and picturesque fa shion.

nearest route.
The region upon the borders of the Caspian Sea N
knew well.

But just now his person was in a sad plight.

His cloth-

•Out upon the level steppes the Thundcrcr ran. U1J
ing was torn, his fa ce blood stained and ashen white, and level ground like this it was not difficult for the m achi
he leaned heavily over the pommel of hi ~ sa ddle.
to attain th e speed of a railroad train .
H e rode straight up to the Thunderer and threw himOver the ground they flew at frightful speed.
.~

self from the saddle.

Far ahead a drove of elk were seen.

' ' Mess ieurs, I ask your attention! " he cried, in French .

ln a"'"momcnt Frank and Nick were by hi s side.

But as the Tin

derer came on, with a roar and rush the animals fled .
Now a band of prowling Kirghiz were seen ahead.

But he fell in a faint before them.

Mounted llpon their swift ponies they tried to ontr
A draught of brandy, however, brought him to, and he the Thunderer, but they might have spared themselves 1
revived and looked up.
trouble.
" Well ," said F rank, in French, " what is it and who. a.r e
you ?"

" I am the only one left alive, monsieur!" he said. "You
In a· mountain pass

see-we left Gourief three days ago.

They were distanced almost before they were able to 1
under way.
On went the Thunderer like a locomotive on a rampa
On and on, faster and faster.

we were set upon by Kirghiz, and all were killed but me ."

Mile after mile sped by.
" My God! " cried N ick, with an awful wail. "Jack
F t
· t
h d d
d d
1 t
. or y, s1x y, one un re were covere an scarce y
Wall, my dear f riend, is dead! He and Westervelt--" ·
h d
d
11ours a passe .
•
But the youn O' American paused.
.
"
But th1s rat e of speed could not be kept up forever, a
H e bc:At down over t he wounded man, and his voice had
it came to a sudden stop.
;;. terrible ring as he said :
A river Jay in their path.
''Now, look here, man, no fooling or you die ! Did you
But Frank had provided for this.
see my fri~nds killed with your own eyes?"
There were propell er blades to fi t on the wheels, an c
" Ah, mon sieur, there is no hope!"
temporary rudder for the rear of the craft, for su ch
"Answer me ! Did you see them killed ?"
might now be called.
"No, monsieur ; but they were captured, and the KirIn the water, .the Thund erer was capa ble of fl oa ting e
gb iz always kill t heir prisoners. They are dead before
ily, and even maintaining a fa ir rate of speed.

this."
There was a . wild , desperate light in N ick's eyes as he
sprang up.
"There is a ch ance !" he cried.

Into t he water the 'rhunderer slid and made its way w
rapi d speed to the opposi te shore.

" Frank, we mnst act !

Th ere is no time to lose if we would save them!"

" I am ready, " sa id Frank Reade, Jr.

"Whi·ch ll'ay

Then tb e propell er blades were t aken in , anrl th e Th1
derer r <m np on the shore.

Once more it went thundering across the pl ain like
whirlwind.

i,; it?"
Mile after mile sped by, and at length N ick Ward stud
"What ·pass i.§ it that you were attacked in?" asked
the distant horizon throngh hi s glasses, aud cri ed:
N :ck.

•
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l'here is the Volti range of hills. We arc right in the
t of the Kirghiz country!"

l'hen we may look for squalls,'' said Frank Reade, Jr.

mxactly!

W(j cannot be too carefu.i in proceeding

"Yes,'' replied Frank.
"Well; what do you think?"
"They do not look like T artars."
"No." •

"

"Can they be of the· robber band?"

Golly !" exclaimed Pomp, "dis chile done fink dem
callions bettah not git in de way ob de 'l'hunderer !"

Nick shook his head.

" No," he replied, decisi vely. " And that is th e very
A.b, but I can tell you they are not a foe to be despised," strangest part of it Row t hey have dared to pass these
Nick.
hills is a m)rstei"y to me, unless- -"
[ agree with you," said F-rank. "It will at least be ~rt:\ll
"What?"
se clue caution. They might lay some sort of a fatal
"They are a part of the robber brrnd in disguise.:'
for us. Of course, in the open field no doubt we could
The two youths gazed at each other.
them, with the aid of the electric guns. But in the
"Do you believe that?" Frank asked.
it will not be so easy."
Nick slapped his knee vigorously, and cried:
Tust the idea," said Nick, eagerly. "You can see my
"No; I do not! They are Armenian traders from Tot, _Frank ?"
bolsk, going to Constantinople, and they ar~ taking mighty
[ can. Now, you are sure that those are the hills in
chances ·for the sake of trading in the peaceable 'l'artar set'h your friends are held as prisoners ?"
\
tlements along the Caspian Sea."
lf the Tartar messenger at lrluk is to be believeu."
It looked as if Nick ·had hit right. Frank nodded ap•
[t must be true."
provingly.
[ think so. Yonder is the Volti Pass."
" I .guess you are right, Nick," he said ; "but they seem
rank saw a mighty cleft in the mountain wall. Beyond
to be traveling along safely jl_lst now."
~ were visible jagged peaks and caps.
"True ; and yet they are right in 'the very heart of the
h.e country was extremely wild and primitive.
robber's retreat."
'lme of all sorts abounded, and there were no evidences
This was certainly an anomalous cond.ition of a !fairs.
lever of •any of the perquisites of civilization or huslry. · Not even a peasant's hut had been seen in the The .traveling Armenians were watched with interest for
awhile.
huB.dred miles.
Slowly they descended the mountain 'path, until the
was just such a wild, unsettled region as briganus
mountain wall hid them from further view.
~ select for a stt·onghold.
They must in a few moments reach the bed of the pass,
rank carefully studied the pass and the hills about.
and it could not take them a great while to emerge upon the
f course none in the party knew exactly where the Kirplain.
robbers had their den.
· They had not seemed to perceive the presence o£ th8
h.at it was somewhere in the hills it was certain.
'rhunderer.
llt th ey were no"t destined to remain long inactive.
But the machine was 'i n the sh~ddw of a clump of trees,
1ddenly, as Nick was studying a part of the hills
I
.
'
,
ugh J1is gldss, he gave a sharp cry.
and this may have afforded the explanation.
t an inst.ant Frank was by his side.
After the party had disappeared from view, Frank Reade,
I

.

What is. it?" he asked. "Have you made a discovery? " Jr.; drew a deep breath.
f es," replied Nick, excitedly.
"Well, what do you th/ nk of it ?" asked ·Nick.
iVhat ?"
"If that party of traders, rich with money and fine goods,

rust look up yonder on that spur of the mountain ."

can safely travel through the Volti Pass, then certainly the

·ank turped his g lass in the direction indicated.

robbers have either deserted their stronghold, or for some

a was given a stunning surprise.

reason they fear to attack the party. "

mund a spur of the mountain, and following a rudely
" You are right, " agreed Nick. "Well, I can talk a little
ed path, were a num)Jer of mounted men.
in the Armenian tongue, and when the traders appear we
1ey looked like Armenian s more than Tartars, and a will confer with them.''

rr pack, mules followed them heavily laden.

)o

yon see them ?" asked Nick.

" A good idea!"
Nick lit a cigar and strolled up and down upon the

8
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screened deck of the Thunderer. Frank went into the
There was the crash of firearms, the clash of arms an
cabin a moment.
yells ·and agonized cries of victims. There was no doubt
Perhaps thirty minutes passed, and yet the Armenians but that the traders were getting the worst of the fitfit.
did not app-ear.
Frank heard and realized all this.

•

Nick was beginning 'to get impatient.
It endowed him with a feeling akin to desperation. H
A fear seized him that they had found some other meth- was anxious to go to the rescue of the Armenians, and kne
Gd of leaving the hills than by the pass. But second thought the necessity of prompt action.
assured him that this could not be so.
But how was the Thunderer to pass this obstacle? I
But suddenly a sound reached his ears which drove the surely could not break through nor run over it.
color from his face.
It could be cut away with axes, but this would requi
This was the report of firearms and the sound of shouts time, and by the time it was accomplished it might be t
and cries from the distance.
late to render the unfortunate Armenians any service.
Nick rushed to the cabin door, and shouted, excitedly:
"Great H eavens !" exclaimed Nick, desperately. "
" Frank, come quick! ['he traders have been attacked
by the robbers !"
Frank heard this with a thrill, and sprang to the cabin
~tairs.
A' moment later he was by Nick's side.
"You don't mean it !" he gasped.
1
"Listen !"
There was no denying the fact.
The sounds of the conflict came plainly to the hearing of
all.
This was enough for Frank.
~arney, Pomp !" he cried. "Go to your places in -the
engine-room. We must save those people at all hazards !"
Frank himself sprang into the pilot-tower. The Thunderer leaped ahead and made for the mouth of the pass at
terrific speed.
The intervening distance was quickly covered. The pass

there no way to get over that barrier, Frank?"
"There must be," replied the young inventor.
.
'
"Hark! I believe they are cutting the poor cha.ps a
to pieces !"
"There is no doubt of it."
But at that supreme moment an idea came to Frank. .
"I have it!" he cried.
He went to the pilot-house and backed the Thundere
some two hundred feet from the obstruction.
Then he went to the forward gun and charged the pneu
matic chamber. A dynamite projectile wail inserted.
H is purpose was seen by the others, and Po~p cried:
"Golly ! I done fink dat will fix dat obstruckshu
mighty quick. It am a suah fing."
" Be jabers, I'm glad I'm not on the top av it," said Bar

was opened before them.

A wide cut with a smooth floor ney.
Frank · sighted the gun and pulled the valve open.
over which the machine bowled rapidly.
There was a slight shock, a recoil, and the projectil
For some hundred yards into the pass the Thunderer
the obstruction. The result was terrific.
struck
found no obstacle. But now one presen~ed itself.
The air was filled with flying debris, and in less than
A landslide had caused two large trees to fall athwart
second the smoke cleared away and showed the floor of th
the pass.
These blocked it ~nly to the height of a couple of feet, pass to be clear of obstructions.

Only a heap of splinters and of pulverized stone occupi
and travelers found no difficulty in leaping their horses
the spot.
over the obstruction.
A cheer went up from the voyagers, and the Thunderer
But it was sufficient to effectually block_the wheels of the
went forward once more.
machine. The Thunderer came to a full stop.
Up the pass it thundered at full speed.
What was to be done ? It was extremely important that
the obstruction should be removed.
A long stretch of level floor was covered; then several
angles were turned, and they came out in a sort of depression in the heart of the mountains.
This covered, perhaps, six or seven acres, and was smooth
CHAPTER IV.
and level like the floor of the pass itself.
A TRUCE PARLEY.

It was in this place that the Armenians had been attack
Meanwhile, the sounds from the conflict going on above by the Kirghiz.
But now as the Thunderer appeared upon the scene, t
were of a terrible sort.
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;ight which rewarded the gaze of the voyagers was an asBut where did they come from?
ounding one.
was a mystery to the voyagers.

For some moments ,this

Not a living man was in sight.
Nick had thought of leaving the Thunderer for a rnaThe battle had been fought and was over. It seemed in- ment, but if he had done so no doubt his life would have
•redible, yet there was the awful testimony.
paid the•forfeit.
There had been twenty-five in the traders' party.
"Jericho!" he exclaimed, in amazement. "Where did
Of these not one was left alive.
that compliment come from?~'
Their bodies, horribly mutilated, were lying about the
"That is a mystery," said Frank.
lace. The robbers had slaughtered them like sheep, rifled
"Golly, Marse Frank," cried Pomp, "I done fink I can
tell yon.')
heir persons, and driven off their pack mules.
)llj'
"Eh, where?" asked Frank.
Our adventurers gazed upon the scene with horror.
The darky pointed up to t~e edge of a cliff which was
Not one of the .Armenians but had been beheaded, so
here was . no possibility that any of them were alive. .A lined with bowlders. From behind one of these a faint
wreath of smoke was seen ascending.
ore horrible massacre human mind could not conceive.
This was the only clew, but it would seem a sufficient
All gazed upon it aghast.

•

"My soul!" exclaimed Frank Reade, Jr., witJ?. horror. one.
No doubt behind that bowlder there lurked a number of
·'l'I have always considered the Tartar race as barbaric, but
hat there could exist such an inhuman set of wolves seems the Kirghiz who had fired this volley at the Thunderer as
a test. ·
•
1

~ ncredible."

Frank studied the cliff's edge a moment.
"Indeed, you are right," said Nick. "I told you they
"Upon my word," he cried, "I do believe that is their
rere ·a haffi lot, Frank. I lived among them, and had a
place!"
hiding
good chance to observe."
"Ob co'se it is, M:arse Frank!" cried Pomp. "Don' yo'
I "What chance is there then of our finding your friends
se de puff ob smoke?"
alive?"
"I believe Pomp is right!" declared Nick.
wait awhile. They may fire again."

"There is but- one."
".And that?"

"We will

Several minutes passed.
"Possibly they may have spared their lives in the hope of
gaining ransom. The Tartar is fond of money obtained in
Pomp and Barney were at t~ loopholes watching eagerly
that way."
for a head to appear from behind the bowlders.
"It is a slender hope."
It would have been a sad thing for the owner if such a
thing ha_d occurred.
"Slender, indeed! But it is enough to cling to."
"Very true.

But it did not.

We will not abandon it."
dis~

The Kirghiz proved wily foes, and discreetly kept their
hiding place. .After awhile Frank said:

But they had taken narrow mountain paths, which the
Thunderer could not follow.

"There is no doubt but that they are up there, eh, Nick?"
"I believe it!" replied the young .American traveler.

The Thunderer went on through the pass for some
in pursuit of the Kirghiz.

~ance

For the time it seemed useless to attempt to overtake
~hem.

I

"They are too wise to show themselves !"
"Yes."

".All right. I will fix up a nice little dose for them,
This ~ould only be done by essaying a sally from tlie mathen!"
chine, and this woufd be attended by too much risk.
Frank went forward to the pneumatic gun. He ele~ated
So Frank reversed the lever and sent the Thunderer
it to tlie right angle, and sighted the bowlders above.
Then he opened the air valve and put in a projectile.
It was indeed a terrible scene. But as the party gazed
There was a hissing sound, a shock, and an object went
upon it there was the sudden crack of rifles, and a storm of
tearing through .the a-ir. It struck the bowlders full and
bullets struck the Thu:nderer.
fair.
Of course no harm was done.
bow ling back to the scene of the massacre.

...

A terrific explosion was the result, and a mighty tongue
The bullets only rattled harmlessly against. the steel netting.
of flame shot up into the air.

If-- •

es

,.,
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He made a queer sort of salute with the palms of
The dynamite had exploded, and the rocks were reduce-a
to powder.
hands, and then stood facing Frank in a leering, defi
The bodies o:f half a. dozen Kirghiz. were hurled aloft.

;manner.

A number o:f the survivors were seen fleeing up the
The young inventor aclclresse(l him in French,
mountain side.
fellow
shook his head .
•
Barney 'and Pomp opened fire upon these.

The assault

•

He did not understand it.

'l'hen he tried German, Italian and Spanish, but the fe
of the Kirghiz upon the 'rhnllder~r had not proved a suclow
each time looked blank.
cess.
At this moment Nick came to the rescue.
:B,rank was well pleased with the r_csult of th e shot.
. "That will inform them that we mean bnsincse !'' he

"Hold on. Fral1k !" he cried, "I can talk with that- It'
low."

c.~i:ed.

"You are right, " agreed N ick.

"It is a pity there

couldn't have been more of them in that scrape."
" We will :fetch the others yet," .said Frank, confidently.
" What do you suppose they think of the Thunderer,

"All right," said the young inventor.
cas-e, come along."
Nick was not slow to comply.
H e leaped down from hi s perch and approached the trn
bearer. •

now?"

"I can't imagine.

I hope it will terrify them into re-

" Wel, what can •we do for you?" he said, in the Turkis

language.

leasing the prisoners."

The :fellow's face assumed an expression of comprehen

But Nick shook his head.

"There is scant hope of that," he said; "they will likely sion, and he replied:
"I come from ¥odak Khan, the king of these ~ills.
go home and kill them now, if they haven' t done so al-

H

"Do yoN believe it?"

demands the meaning of your presence here."
· "Why does he make that demand?" asked Nick, de

"I fear it."

fiantly.

ready."

"What can we do?"
"We are powerless!" groaned Nick.
Barney and Pomp had been testing their skill at hitting
the fleeing Kirghiz.

Suddenly Barney ceased firing.

"Be jabers,". he cried, "phwhat do yez call that, naygur?
On me word, I believe it is a flag of truce!"
This seemed a fact.

•

"He don't own these hills."

"This is the territory of Modale

He demands that yo

leave it at once, or your heads shall be cut off!"
"Humph!" sa id Nick, conieinptuously.

"Mighty littl

we care for that."
"What do you want here?"
"We are here to , demand of lVIodak Kahn that he relcas
i.wo English pri soners he has in keeping for ranso

Upon a spur of the cliff there suddenly appeared one of :M:odak Khan is a robber and a scoundrel. If he docs -n
the Kirghiz band.
comply with thi s dema'nd we shall see that he is skinne
He carried in his hand a white flag, which he waved alive. Go to him and tell him that.
vigorously.
one minute to get out of sight."

It was certainly intended for a truce.

We will give yo

"A truce !" cried Nick..

With which terse ultimatum Nick pulled out his watch.
The fellow took the hint and slid out of sight.

"Begorra, they've come to their sinses at lasht !" cried

But he paused at the edge of the cliff just long enougl

Barney. "Shure, they want to speak to us!"

to thunder back:
"Modak Khan am I.
Frank boldly stepped out of the cage and made a reassuring motion 'to the Kirghiz envoy.
your hearts for this !"
.

Dogs o:f Christians, I will have

~

'l'ho fellow descended from his perch and approached
Frank.
CHAP'I'ER _V .

He was a tall, strapping fellow, with muscles like an ox.
But his features were coarse ana heavy and of the most
brutal type.
He was dressed in the barbaric fashion of the Kirghiz
Tartar, with the skins of wild animals forming hal~ of his
costume.

·t

THE KHAN ENTRAPPED.

"Thunder!" exclaimed Nick, in amazement.
tell me that that was Modak.

"Don't
If I had only-but' no, it
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11s a flag of truce and could not be broken. But if we
They sprang up the gang ladder and reached the door in
)Uld get that wretch in our power .the game would be the cage.

~rs."
Crack-ack-crack!
"You are right! " cried Fz:ank, with sudden inspiration.
The rattle of bullet s came down upon the cage. Just in
· s there no way to do it ?"
time the t wo voyagers sprang inside and closed the door.
Nick was thoughtful for a moment.
The treacherous Kirghiz had rallied and fired a volley at
" Yes," he cried, " I believe there is !"
them.
"How?'1
One of the bullets penetrated Frank's sleeve and another

•

"You know that this is only a par t of the Khan's gang grazed Nick's finger, but no1 further harm was done.
these hil1;. 'l'he real stronghold no doubt is fa r from
It was a close shave.
re. "
"Well ?"

" J ericho !"
e:all."

ga sp~d

Nick; "that was a powerful cloae

" They will not return there at once, and Westervelt and

Frank's face flushed angrily.

all in the meantime are safe. But the moment Modak
turns thither he will, no doubt, cause them to be exe-

" I will t each them a lesson £or that!" he cried.

ted."

He was about to spring to the electric gun, but second
thought checked him.

"Ah !"

"Hold on a bit, Frank!" said Nick. "Everything is now

•

" Now, t he dodge is to catch the old rogue before he can in om: favor. "
turn to his den ."
Frank caught the idea.

" I believe you! " cried Frank. "Let us make the run at
once."

The young inventor gave hurried instr.uctions to Barney
"You are right, Nick !" he c1·ied; "that is the game. I
what to do.
with you."
" The way to do it, I believe, is by following up the fight
The Celt hurried to the pilo t-hou~e, and at once started
osely."
the 'l'hunderer for the open plain. In a very short time

"Yes."

th ey emerged from the pass and rN ched the steppes.
It was a clever dodge.
''In order to do that we will need to decoy the wretches
At a slow and lumbering pace the Thunderer started ou t
t of their present strong position."
'
upon the plain.
" But can that be done?"

.

.

"I see no reason why. Let me think of some good plan."
All the way down the pass the machine had been purNick krtit his brows in a perplexed way, and strode up l sued by a shower oi bullet . The Kiribiz were confident
d down for a few moments, Then he 'suddenly ex- that their foe were fleeing from a sense of fear.
aimed:
'l' riumphant cricsand derisive yells burst from their lips,

"I have got it!"
" Good enough," said Frank.

•
"What is 1Jhe plan?"

and they came on at full ·speed in the pursuit.
The Kirghiz are among the

fin~st

horsemen in the world .

" We will return to the plain and make a feint to leave
In a t winkling, from a hiding place in the hills, they
e vicinity. They are not savages if their curiosity does had br ought forth their horses, and now half a hundred of
them were riding .madly over the plain in pursuit.
t lead them to follow us."
" Well ?"
Frank could easil y have t rained the pneumatic g un upon
" Then one{! out upon the plain, it will be a simple mat- them and have blowed them to atoms.
1
But this was not the game.
r t o pretend to rnn away from them. They will pursue,
d we will then turn upon them. The Thunderer will
Nick was in high spirits; and ru bbed his hands with glee.
t run their horses, and we shall be able to capture any of
" Could anything have worked better, Frank?" he cried.
em we choose."
" It is just as we want it."
"Modak Khan preferred."
" You're right, Nick," said the young. inventor, grimly.
"Exactly."
"We'll give them a bit of a surprl.se. par ty."
"Nick, you are a born general," sa.id Frank, in complientary terms. "You have hit the best possible scheme
e could work. H ere is for success !"

"You're right we will."
"Is not that Mod;J.k Khan riding ahead ?"
"Yes."
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"He is the man we want. Let the others all go!"
"What is that?" asked the captive, humbly.
"That you will release the two English prisoners
"Exactly."
The Thunderer kept along at the' same pace. The ponies have, and allow them to return safely to us!"
The Khan's eyes gleamed ~vith a cunning light. Nic
of the Kirghiz could outfoot it, and the barbarians kept up
saw this.
a steady fire upon the machine.
"Effendi shall have his wish," he said to Nick. "Set me
. It was not answered by the voy~gers for politic reasons.
free and I will in turn set your two friends free."
Nothing could have worked with better success.
"No harm must be done them, or you die!" said' Frank.
Several miles were covered in this manner.
"I will go at once and set them free," said the wretch.
Then Nick called to Frank:
Nick had acted all this while as interpreter. He shrugged
"Now is the time!"
his
shoulders.
"AH right!"
The young inventor sprang into the pilot-tower. He
seized the wheel from Barney's hand.
"Go to the pneumatic gun, Barney," he said, "and await
my orders."
"All roight, sor."
Away wen.t Barney. Frank now turned the Thunderer
sharply to the right and singled M:odak Khan out from the
others.
Straight for him :the Thunderer made.
' nimble pony at first managed to keep out of the
The
way. But this was only for a time. _...
The speed of the machine was increased, and the Kirghiz
warrior became alarmed.
The bullets fired by the gang did not seem to have any effeet upon the machine, and now that it turned upon them
they began to see their mistake.
Frank shouted quick orders to Barney.
T'he Celt trained the pneumatic gun upon the Kirghiz
and opened the valve.

1:

There was a terrific explosion in their midst as the projectile explo~ed, and dozens of them were torn to pieces.
The others in terror scattered across the plain like sheep.
Frank singled out M:odak Kahn, and pursued him hotly.
In a hundred yards the Thunderer had overtaken him.
Pomp with skillful aim brought his pony down, and the
Kirghiz chief tumbled upon the ground half stunned.
Before he could recover himself, or make further effort to
escape the Thunderer had halted, and Barney and Pomp
springing out bound him hand. and foot and dragged him
aboard.
Th'e mighty robber Kahn was a prisoner, and a great
stroke had been made by the rescuing party.
Upon realizing·his position the Kahn showed his cowardice by going into a frenzy and humbly begging for his life.
•
"You will not kill me, effendi!" he cried, in the Turkish
language, to Frank. "Spare my life!"
" Upon one condition," said Frank, feigning fierceness,
"we will permit
you to live."
.

..

"Humph!" he said, with a laugh. "You are a cunning'
rascal, M:odak Kahn. Suppose we set you free now, when
you get back to the safety of 'the hills you will forget yo;ur
promise."
The defeat of the barbarian showed itself in his treacherous eyes. He appeared dejected.
"I will swear by the Prophet!" he said.
"We don't want your oath," said Nick, sternly. "And
we mean business. You must call for one of your men and
send him with an order for the prisoners. When they are
brought here safe and well then we will allow you to go."
The wretch's eyes gleamed.
"No one but M:odak can open the door of the prison :md
set them free," he said.
"That" is nonsense," declared Nick. "But 'I see. You
cannot bring your mind to it. You have got to die!"
M:odak looked defiant.
•

0

It was plainly his belief that he wouM y~t bluff his captors out of the decision. Nick turned and winked to Frank.
The latter gave a whispered order to Barney.
The Celt came up from the engine-room with the end· of
a long wire in his hand.
• He uncoiled it until he had reached the chair in which
the Kirghiz sat.
Barney had on insulated gloves, and handled the wire,
which was a live one, with impunity and ease.
"Shure, M:isther Frank," he said, with a comical grimace, "it's mesilf as awaits your ordhers, sor."
"Put the wire to his feet :first," said Frank. "Give him
quite a shock.".
"All roight, sor."
Barney applied the live wire lightly to M:odak's feet.
The effect was thrilling.
The barbarian's muscles began to tingle and contract,
then a yell of pain and horror escaped his lips.
Yell after yell pealed from his lips, and Barney withdrew the wire. He was a penitent Kirghiz, and willing now
to agree to anything.

•
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could not understand in the crudeness of his nature
He knew well enough what it meant if the messenger did
it was that had hurt him.
not return.
t the pain had made a tremendous impression upon
It meant that all was over with the prisoners, and that
they had been executed. Suspense most terrible weighed
readily agreed to Nick's demand.
upon the party.
ey were now near the mouth of the pass. A number
Darkness was near at hand.
e robbers hovered there, anxious to learn the fate of
}.fodak Khan's face grew black and ugly. He muttered
fierce things under his huge mustache.
chief.
ck went out and waved a flag of truce.
Suddenly he addressed Nick in the Turkish language:
"Effendi, have you seen aught of my servant yet?"
ry soon one of the robbers came up to the Thunderer,
ast himself down in an abject way for salutation.
"He does not come!" replied Nick, coolly. "Can you •
ck turned to Modak, and said :
explain?"
ere is one of your men. You can send him."
The Kahn :rputtered an Oriental oath.
e Tartar cllie~ crept close to the steel netting of the
"By the beard of the Prophet, I will have his head!" he
and gave his followers some explicit directions in the roared. "What ho! bring me another slave t"'
ar tongue.
He was in earnest in what he said, and Nick saw this.
e fellow hurried away, and then Frank Reade, Jr., and So the young American traveler picked up the white flag.
f grasped hands, and the latter said :
"What do you say, Khan?" he asked. "Do you desire
rank, we have done it."
another man?"
ou are right."
"Ay, effendi,'I do."
ortune is with us."
"Very well."
hope it will continue."
Nick waved the flag, and in response two of the Tartars
t may; but I have an idea that Mardo Turgi is a harder galloped forth from their retreat in the pa~s.
to beat than Modak. But we must in some way resThey drew rein ten feet from the Thunderer and paradge Westervelt."
leyed with the Kahn.
Modak thundered several fierce orders at them, and they
e will do it."
bile waiting for the return of the messenger, the Tar- galloped away. Nick turned to Frank with a significant
wink.
hief remained sullen and morose.
"That will fetch them," he said. "This is a rare opporis did not disturb the voyagers at all. , Time passed,
he messenger did not return.
tunity for you to see some good Tartar bluffing and tricke robber Kahn kept a sharp and eager lookout. But ery."
e hours passed and the messenger did not return, he
Frank was interested in what Nick said and awaited deto get uneasy.
velopments.
•
wonder, for his life depended upon his success in reSuddenly from the pass there dashed forth at full speed
g the prisoners safe and well.
the messenger who has been first dispatched.
His horse was reeking with foam, and he had the appearance of having ridden a great way.
CHAPTER VI.
BROUGHT TO TERMS.

dak Khan's life was at stake, and it did not seem
ble that he .would give his messenger other than exorders to return with the prisoners.
t the time was up and they did not come.
t he did not feel more anxious than the friends of the
ves.
ck Ward walked up and down the cage· in a state of
anxiety.

He came up to the cage and made a low salaam. He
conversed excitedly with Modak, who pretended to be furious.
Finally, the Khan turned to Nick, and with sorrowful
attitude, said:
"My slave brings me sad news, effendi. He says that
the prisoners are dead!"
Nick's face for a moment paled.
Had he not been possessed of the ability to easily penetrate the purpose of the wily Kahn, he would have fainted
I
with horror.
As it was he recovered himself with a mighty effort.
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Approaching the Kahn ho bent over him with his form

j

1'ER1WR, 'l'HE ''THU:NDERER.''
"'l'hen you believe that they will bring Westervelt

trembling with passion, and his eyes flashing with hatred \Vall back all safe?"
"You shall see.''

and rage.
"Dead !" he said, scathingly ; "then they were· executed
by you r orders."

Thinking he was unobserved, Modak had been ma
oigns to his distant followers through the 'rirc screen .

. "X ay, 'effendi," protested the 'l'artar chief, earnestly,

Bnt Pomp observed the dodge and told Frank of it

'· tlmt is not true.

'l'he young inventor told ;,[ick, who only nodded

Your fl'iends died of a fever.':

:Nick was for a moment tempted to brand the wretch as laughed.
the liar that he was.

"You will see," he said.

But he wisely restrained himself and adopted a more
politic course.
" Barney," he said, turning to the Ccl , '' briug me that
live wire again.

nevertheless, resolute, until Nick held it to his feet and gave
bim a gentle shock.

1\Iodak Ka hn

He would vouchsafe no convcrsa

But the game was won.
Nick had brought the fiery olJ 'Tartar to terms in a n
hollow manner, thanks to the li vc electric wire.

'l,hen a yell of agony escaped him, and he began to beg

Suddenly from the pas:; there dashed a number of ho
men.

and pray.

" I thought yo u \I'Ottld come to your sen:;es, '' said Nick,
"Now, sir, tell me the truth.

Nick gave a loud cry as he saw h.:o familiar forms

You have been lying ing in their mid:;t.

to me.''

It was Westenclt and Jack \Yall.

"Hurrah!" he sho uted, "tho game is ours.
vigorou~ly

The Kahn protested

that he had not.

A moment later James Wester velt and· Jack \ \all

'"I'hcy arc, noble effendi."
"Then what

dimbing aboard the Thundcrer.

will you do?"

'l'hcy were frantically embraced by Xick, and then qu·

"Their bodies shall be brought yo u if you desire''
" But they must be brought io me alive.
Your lying game won't work.

Do you un-

ly intro<..luced to Frank Rcade, ·Jr., and Barney and Pom
W estcrvelt was a fine patrician looking gentleman,

•

Bring them to possibly sixty years of age.

Jack Wall was tall, Hlen

and handsom~, and a good mate for Nick Ward.

me aliYe within the hour or you shall die."
Once again Nick placed the live wire at the fellow's feet.

That ·was a happy meeting indeed.

'l'hc wretch yelled and begged again.

The prisoners were a trifle pale and

'l'arlar~rickcry

This time all the

was knocked out of him completely.

"Yes, effendi," he cried, "your friends shall come to yo u

11'01'11

from their l

captivity, but otherwise they were al l right.
After salutations and explanations were orcr, tbey loo
about them in amazement, and Jack cried:

alive."
'

"I thought so," sai9 :Nick, triumphantly, turning to
F rank Reade, Jr.

"A nice little game, was it not r"

"'I' he wretch was lying, then?" said Frank, with surprise.

"But "·hat on earth ls:ind of a vehicle is thi:;, Xi
Where did you find it?"

"It is an invention o£

~Jr.

Hca(le's," replied X ick, ",

he is the most famous inventor on the globe to-day.''

"Of course he was.''

"Upon my word, bu.t it is a wonderful thihg !" dccla

"And they are not dead?"
" Of course not.

Wcstcrvclt.

He tried a little game on us.

not bluffed harder than he, our friends
brought to us

\rc h

won!"

" You mean to say my friends arc dead?;'

w~th thei_r heads cut .off."

"A Tartar trick," laughed Frank.
well, Nick."
" I ought to.
enough."

Dark

whatever.

At sight of the wire the Khan ·s face fell, but he was,

<lcr~tancl?

But yet the messenger did not come.

This fellow needs oome more medicine.'' sullen and fierce .

The Celt hastened to obey.

coolly.

Time passed. Perhaps an hour alipl)ecl by.
was now close at hand .

woul~

lf I had

It was lhen in order to show them o'ver tl1e Thund
have been ·and explain its mechanism. Both were delighted.
"It ,Vj[] be easy to whip M:ara'o Turgi with ti;is mach!n

"you know them ' cried W cstervelt, enthusia"Stically.
is a wonder." ·

I have lived among the wretches long

•

"Really, Mr. Reade

Staterooms were assigned to the newcomers,
Nick thought of 1\Iodak Kahn.
\
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y Jupiter!" he exclaimed, "the old fellow will think

Mardo 'l'urgi was a greater chief and ruled a great

'et him free, Barney, at once," commanded Frank.
·rney hastened to obey.

'fhis was conceded to be more of a task than the one just
accomplished.

I don't mean to keep faith with him."

The Tartar chief' s bond s were province.

and he was led to the gangway.

In his owl) region he was wholly despot, and he conld

e desce11ded, and without a word in a sullen, defiant have withstood the attack of a ~spectable army.

stalked away.

A hundred yards out on the plain he

·met by a numbe.r o.f hi s men, and, mounting a pony,
urned and shook hi s

fi~t

in a madly defiant mam1er at

Nick Ward kvcw this well and told Frank as much.
But the young inventor smiled.
"We will give him a lively time," he said, resolutely,
"whether ve win or lose."

rhunderer.
erce demmciations he hurled at the party who had so

'fhe pro\rince oJ' Madra Turgi was s?me f.ew hundrerl
miles from the Volti Pass, and deeper in the heart of Kirg-

rly outwitted him.
ank Reade, Jr., smiled grimly and went forward to hiz Tartary.
Before darkness shut down completely the Thunderer
lectric gun.
've a mind to give that wretch a good scare, " he said. >Jas enabled to run a dozen miles, and camp was made upon
a small river which flowed across the steppes.
e deser\')es it, " agreed Nick.
ank put a proj ectile into the pneumatic gun and

Darkness most profound settled down over the plain.

ed it so that the dynamite would strike the ground

Pomp cooked a good supper and it was ~erved upon deck
All did justice to it in royal fashion.

yards in front of the defiant Khan and his gang.

Then the darky got his banjo and pla,vel1 and sang plan-

en he pulled the valve ope:f!..

cstcrvelt and Wall had watched his movements with b:: tion airs.
Barney procured his fiddle and played Iri sh jigs and
t inter<'st. It proved the first time they had set.;1 the
sang ballads of the green isle.
matic gun work, aflcl they were deeply intcresteti.
ere was a shock, a hi ss ing of air and the projectile left
outh of the gun.

The night was made merry for a time.
But the ,-oyagcrs were not alone in their. carnival.

Out

struck the ground fairl y in front of the ranting Tartar upon the steppes the wolves were attracted by the sound>-,
and came down in swarnis to investigate matters.
ere was a terrific roar.

Sand and stones and turf were

'd fifty feet into the air and a perfect mound of earth•
ten feet high was raised.
ad Prank seen fit to elevate the gun to the right angle

•

•'
CHAPTER VII.

uld have blown th e Tartar chi ef and hi s companions
TI-IE BATTLE WITH WOLVES.

eternity.
t that had not been his

purpo~e.

The wolYes came swarming about the Thunderer m lehad intended merely to give th e old villain such a gions.
t as he 1rould not soon forget. Anr1 he had succeeded
Their din was something frightful.
'l'he voyagers on the deck of the 'l'hundcrcr coul.d hardlr
, soon as the dust cleared away the Tartars were seen l1ear themselves talk.
like mad upon their ponies for the pa ss.

Frank turned the searchlight 1.1pon the gang, and the

to this they dashed full tilt and were ont of sight.

scene revealed was one not to be forgotlcu.

1cy did not appear again.

It seemed as if there were thousands of the fierce mon·

wre was a general laugh at the comical spectacle, and stcrs which came swarming about the machine.
attention was turned to other and more important
'l'o .fire into them was Barney and Pomp's first move.
ers.

But the effed was frightful to witness.

1e great point had certainly been gained.

'fhe first wolf killed was almost instantly devoured.

c prison ers had been rescued from Modak Khan.

Tt

Scarcely a. tuft of fur was left of his cm·cas. .

And so

been n clOie caH, bnt they had esca ped with their lives. \rith the others.
is was some~hin g gain ed. But now a great nndcrtakl'as 11 head, and thi s was to-rescue Madge W cstervelt.

The \'oyagcrs amused themRelvcs with this manner of
destroying the brutes for a time .

•

--
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Then Frank Reade, Jr., said:
"I will fix them."
"How?" asked Nick, eagerly.
gun?"

Pomp, who was on guard, was in the pilot-tower,
a. sudden, curious thing happened.
"With the dynamite

.

There was the clatter
. . of hoofs, and through the
Pomp saw the 1form of a horse and rider flash by.
In another moment a second passed upon the other
In a moment the darky was all alert.

"No." .
"But it would blow them all to pieces in a jiffy.''
I
"No doubt it would destroy many of them, but that is
"Dat am powerful cur'us !" he muttered .
•
not . the idea. Wait and I will show you."
whatebber dey kin mean, anyway ? S'pose I uu!!wct:r.
Frank brought out two long wires from the cabin.
Marse Frank."
4
These he trailed behind the Thunderer for several hunBut the darky concluded he would not as yet do
dred yards by sending the machine ahead for some ways.
_There was as yet no indication of actual danger.
It would be in full time when this should appear.
Then he connected the wires with the dynamos, and
turned the searchlight back upon the struggling mass ~f the darky continued to keep a cautious and careful
wolves.
Time passed slowly.
As the current shot into the wires with the force of sev, eral thousand volts, a thrilling scene followed.
In an instant 1there was a mad yelping, and the mass of
wolves were seen in one long line to leap in the air and
fall dead in heaps.
Their mates fell upon the carcasses, came in contact with
the live wires, and were also killed.
Frank let the Thunderer go ahead at a slow pace, and
this pulled the wires right through the pack, killing the
wolves right a~d left.
As it was an unseen power the brutes1did not realize their
danger, or that their turn was coming next.
The slaughter w'as something frightful.
.
It seemed as if thousands of the wolves were piled upon
.
the plam.
•

Pomp's nerves were tense.
Every breath of wind, every rustling of the dry glass
_to him for a moment warning of an approaching foe.
But he finally calmed himself after an hour had
and nothing more was seen of the passing horsemen.
"It am powerful queer who dey was," he muttered,
mystified way. "Well, I kin jes' warn dem dat dey
not monkey much aroun' dis 'ere chile."
At this moment Pomp heard Barney crawling up
stairs, and knew that his watch was 'a t an end.

Ordinarily this would have delighted the darky, bu
was so much interested in the manifestations he had
h'
t
that he was loath to leave I S pos .
•
.
. h
B
Up the stairs into the pi1ot- ouse came arney.
·
h' f
f
The Celt had the rueful expressiOn upon IS ace o
Frank, however, tired of the slaughter, and shut off the who had left a good warm bed, and was loath to leave ·
current.
"Begorra, naygur," he exclaimed, "I wud give
--That was the last of the wolves ~or 'that night.
week's salary for yer part av the noight, av it warn't
The survivors occupied themselves in feasting upon the
me principles."
remains of their comrades.
"Sho dar, chile!" exclaimed Pomp, earnestly.
Thus the pests were gotten rid of.
Frank allowed the Thunderer to proceed for a dozen yo' .fink about dat. Da~ am likely to be some funny
gain' on afo' mornin'. I done fink de bof of us had
miles, wlth the searchlight to make a clear path ahead.
be on guard!"
Then a halt was made, and all retired to rest.
Barney was amazed.
There was need of this, for there was work ahead for
"Phwat's that yez say?" he exclaimed, in amazeme
the 1ollowing day.
Pomp was delegated to watch the first half of the night, "Do I undherstand yez aright?"
"Huh! I don' see why yo' can't. I spoke good Engli
and Barney the latter half.
All were tired, anc,l readily surrendered to the goddess of sah !"
slumber.
"Whurroo! av yez wud explain yure meaning I wud lo'
But their dreams were not to remain undisturbed, as it it betther."
happened.
"I kin jes' do dat, !'ish, easy enu:ff.':
The steppes at this point consisted o£ broad, level plains,
Then Pomp related the circumstance of the horsem
overgrown with a crop o£ dry grass, which beneath burning dashing past the Thunderer.
Runs had _grown as dry as tinder.
Barney listened with interest.
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The wind being in the right direction drove the flames
"Begorra, there's somethin' in the wind!" he said, with
conviction. "Shure, thim war Tartars, as I'm ,aloi ve." · across the plain in a mighty volume,
'
"Ob co'se dey was !"
It ~as a close and exciting race.
"Begorra) thin, I'm aither thinkin; the both av us betther
The dry grass was just like tinder, and the flames went
kape watch!"
on_ at race horse speed.
"Dat am what I :fink."
On we11t the Thunderer. ·
Those in the cage watched the flames with awful fas"All roight, naygur. Wud yez be afther wakin' up
Misther Frank?"
cination.
\
"I don' .:fink ah would yet, I'ish."
They seemed to reach the zenith in a lurid wave, and the
"All roight, thin, yez are the boss, an' by the cowl a v plain was like day. In the path of the flames came various
Mag Murphy's pigs ! Whurro! Tare an' 'ounds ! Mur- droves of wild animals ..

It being dark ah~ad, Frank couJd not .tell what would be
therm:, blazes ! Wud -yez luk yender, naygur, an' see the
loikes !"
the end of the mad race.'
Pomp had seen ti1e thrilling spectacle almost as soon as
There might have been a chance to dodge the flames to
Barney, however.
the right or left, but he could not see it, and dared not ac1
The Celt's :finger was pointed to the horizon line where a cept it.
•
thrilling sight was to be seen.
On and on they went at furious speed. But suddenly
This was a long h ne of flre which had suddenly sprang
Frank experienced a peculiar motion from the wheels, which
up and seemed running along the horizon at race horse
gave him a gratifying realization.
speed.
They had struck a part of the plain which was clear of the
The plain had been tired.
grass, having been recently burned over.
Almost in an instant it seemed the flames were mountain
Upon thi~ they would be safe enough, for the :fire could
high and rushing down across the plain like a whirlwind.
only go so far as the dried grass offered itself as fuel.
They would sweep the whole plain in a destructive man~unning for a half mile upon this burnt .P.art Qf the
ne_r, and should they overtake tlie Thunderer its fate would
plain, the Thunderer was brought to a stop.
be sealed.
The flames had reached the limit of the combustible grass
This was certain. ·
and were dying out.
The excitement of Barney and Pomp can hardly be exA few moments later only the smouldering spark-strewn
pressed in words.
plain was to be seen. The :fire was out.
, Both sprang up and began rushing excitedly about. FinThe Thunderer had escaped.
ally, it came in to Barney's head to ring the alarm gong.
But an excited conference was held by the voyagers.
As thi s broke the stillness of the night the sleepers beWho had attempted to destroy the Thunderer in this
low were aroused, and carne tumbling, excitedly up on deck.
" What's th e matter ?" cried Frank, in a stentorian voice. manner? . This was the questi_on, but it was not a difficult
one to answer.
\
"Shure, sor, the plain is all afire !" c_Jied Barney.
Of
course,
some
of
the
g~ng of Modak Khan had done it.
But F rank saw this quickly enough.
They had fancied that the voyagers would be asleep, and
His face paled.
"My God! " he exclainled, "that 'is true. We must run being overtaken by the flames, would be burned up alive
fore it! If those flames ov-ertake us we are lost!"
He sprang into the tower.

before they could make a move to escape.
But their game had failed.

It was very fortunate for all that it had. If the flames
He seized the lever which set the electric machinery in
otion and pulled it open.
had got a least bit of a start the Thunderer would have
The Thunderer leaped ahead and was quickly racing over been destroyed.
he plain in• advance of !h~ :fire.
Words cannot express the anger and excitement of Nick
The searchlight showed far ahead, and in this manner ob- Ward.
"We ought to go back and t each that Modak KJh1m a
ructions were avoided.
Had i_t not been fo r this the Thunderer would have dashed red hot lesson," he declared. "He is not even civil." •
But the opportunity to do this was nearer at hand than
self to pieces upon some large obstacle in the path.
On over the lain they went.

Nick imagined.
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a sharp cry came from Barney in the signal-

At either end there was a large and keen.pointcd ram.

towrr.

'I'his was capable of resisting great pressure and cuttin

' ' Oc:h ,hone, :Jlisther Frank, shme an' it'8 comin' for us its way through a ,;o l4d body like this.
OlL·.)

thou:an d~.

are in

Therefore, as the body of 1.'artars came on, the Thun

Run fer yer loife to the ell'!cthric

derer's ram tnrnecl them right and left.

i! llll !"

\ t tlwt momt:nt the thunder of myriad hoofs upon i:he
k \ t;! pla in

\I

Rone of the bold riders desired to impal e

u::. heard.

them ~e hC'f'

on

the dC'adly ram.

Through the gloom, shadowy like,
dC's~nding

upon the Thunderer.
[nan instant all was excitement.

2 huge

body seemed,.

Bnt like a whirlwind the ga ng swarmed abont the Thnn-

.

cJcrer. .
1
l~ 1·ery man spra~g fo r I - ·.:_'here 1n1 ~ l"nlly a thousand of them, and the"}' tried in

hi, weapon, for lively times IYere at hand .

r ain

•

to cnt their way through the cage.

-

B!01rs wi t h hmces, clubs and heavy axes were dealt the
steel nett ing a;; they passed.

l\Jany a keen lance blade was shivered, and many an

CHAPTER YilT.

axe blade turned as it encountered the hard steeL

AN UNSUCGESS L<UL ATTA C K .

•

Frank Reade, Jr., sprang to the s~archlight and sent its
I .

,

'l'he netting was utterly imperviou s to such an attack.
The fi ght was terrific.

.

'l'he 'l'artars were determined to smash the Thundorer
to pieces thi;; time. They dashed their horses against it and

rays out ever the plain.

It flashefl its blinding light in the face~ of a. mighty· body hamm er.:d and pounded most furiously.
But all to no avail.
of mounted Tartars, who were sweeping down upon the
The 1·oyagers, with thei1; Winchesters,_ l~ept lip a fusillade,
'l'hunderer.
and
Frank once was; able to sight the electrjc gnn .
Frank sa w this clearly.
A dynamite projectile pil ed the T artars up in a heap, and
'J'he 'J'artars were close on.
'l'he fla sh of their Ianoe blade8, the rattle of their equip, then Frank essayed new tactics.
He let the 'I'hunderer forge ahead at lightning speed:

ments could be plainly heard .
Then from their throats there went up a mighty, hoarse

'l'hrough the ranks of the foe it tore its · way with Jrrcsisti ble force.

roar.

They might as well have triC'd to hold a cyclone.

lt rolled like thunder over the plain.
They came on in a solid body, and it was plain enough
that they meant to overtake the Thunderer and orush it.

Olear of the gang, Frank let the Thnnderer run ahead
for three hundred yards.

'l'hen he sent a projectile back from the pneumatic gun.
It
created h avoc in the ranks of the Tartars, and they fled
of time.
i1:to the darkness, co wec and whipped.
But the young inventor was not in the least daunted .
jt was not the first time he had faced a littl e danger, by The battle wa~ won.
Modak Khan had ·made his last effort to ranqnish the infl long ways
All this was mad e evident to Frank Hcade, Jr. , in a fla sh

He was cool and collected, and made quick and decisive vadcrs of his land .
\ Noth ing more was seen of the foe that night.
uction.
There was hardly time to use the electric gun, but he
~h outed

way, on its way to the region where l\fardo Tnrgi h clcl sway.

to Barney in the pilot-tower:

'"l'urn lever No . 10, Barney.

1.'he next morning the 'l'hunderer was once more under

Give full current."

Then the young. inventor sprang out into the cage.
Barney pulled the lever as directed.

All that day and the next the 'l'hund erer traveled OYC'r.
the steppes.
1.' hen the wonderful plains, with the\r botmdless

The 'l'hunclerer leaped forward with terrific impetu s, ness of green, began to give way, ancl a broken
l'traight at the approaching body of horsemen.

·Jt would have seemed that the cavalcade shonld ha'fri!
e:rushed the machine by mere

\~eight

alone.

But · Frank had dev ised the 'l'hunderer with a view to
just such an exigency.

~o nntry

same ~

ca ml'

ic view, with mountains in the distance.
Suddenly Barney, who was in the pilot-tower, 8h outcd to
Frank.
"Shure, Misther Frank, 1rud ycz come up herr at wamt ?''
"What is it. BnrnC'y ?"

"
"Shure, sor, maybe yez ca:fl tell betther than 1."

There were evidently one hundred or more in the party .

.. All right!" said Frank, as he began to climb the stairs Three hundred yards from the 'l'hunderer they drew rein.
the cabin.

Frank also brought the Tlnmderer to a stop.

It was evidently the des ire of the Kirghiz to enter into

In a few moments he was in the pilot-house.

' 'Shure, sor, would yez take a peep to the westward there, ::;. parley.
, an' phwHt wud yez call that?

Frank saw thi;; and made a show of a white flag at t he

I am thinkin' that it is

front o£ the Thunderer.
Frank picked up a g1as;; which lay at hand, and com-

The Kirghiz answered this, and then two of their number
came riding forward.

He saw plainly the object mentioned by Barney.

Rough savage-looking fellows they were, and they drew

lt was a long moving line of black objects upon the brow rein ,a dozen yards from the Thundere r and ::at upon their .
a distant hill.
ponies regarding it curiously.
The glass brought them near<>r to view, and Frank saw
they were moun ted men.

Frank stepped outside of the cage aml ! r11·d to add re~:·
Lhem in French.

That. they were Tartar" there was little doubt.

But they did not understand, ancl thr ,rotlll ·'· inn•u!or
The youn/S inventor watched them with interedt for a cried:
ilc.
"Come, Nick, you'll have to 'talk 'l'urk \\' i th the~, rdbe ~.hut fh~ glass with a snap.
lows."
·· \r ell, 01·," ::>aid Barney, "ph wat wud yez think av
~
·'Perhaps they won' t know that," Teplied Nick.
' '•

I l

.d

"Try it, anyway."

·' 'l'hey arc Kirghi;.;," said Frank.
'·Shure,

sor, an' I bela n .! ycz. Phut will yez do about •

''""

"Of course."

•

.Kick addressed them in th_c Turkish language.

One of

them understood it, and made answer:

"We will give them chase."

Nick oatechised the fellow sharply and ~hrewd ly.

"Chase thim, is it, sor ?''

Then he turned to Frank:

·'Yes."
This &uited the Celt well, and he sent the Thunderer

"They are rogues and cu t-throats.

They belong to ·

aring along in that direction.

Mardo Turgi's band, and 1vant us to give them backsheesh.

But the Tartars were not disposed to flee.

I've a mind to give them a taste of cold lead."

"No doubt they deserve it," said Frank.
In fact, their cu riosity seemed as great as that of the
for it was seen with ~ome surpri~e that they were asked them about ~faclge ?"

"But haYe you .

"Yes."
ll'atc:h ing tb e distant

"What have they to say?"
"~Iardo

It \\·a certain thnt they were of Mardo Turgi::; band, and runsom.
never seen or heard of the Thundcrcr before.

'l'urgi

hold ~

her in his mountain palace for a

I asked them where the palace was, and they ~airl

to go straight ahead until we came to three mountains just

·Tt could be safely reckoned, therefore, as a surprise party alik~

Then we would sec it upon the side of one of ti1cm."
"Good enough ! Let us go ahead at once."

them.

It was certain that they would be hostile ancl aggressive.

"Wait until I catechise them further."

Preparations were made on board the 'l'hunde1'cr for a

This Nick proceeded to do.

· ble conflict.

\

But he could learn no more.
I

Every moment now the Kirghiz conld be seen t o be drawTheir persons were now quite readily

The K irghiz now, holl'eYcr, began to 1'ealizc that they
were not likely to get bachshccsh, and made savage enes.

ng nearer.
cli~tingui sh<tble,

They brandished their arms, and by 1rords and l'iigns

. nd it 1ras seen that they were of a higher class than J-Iodak made foolish threats .
band.

Nick told them poi ntedly that if they did not clear out
they would be shot down like dogs.

they cnme at a f ull, swingi11g gallop, giving their
free rein.

This infuriated the wretche~, and they made the air
hideous for a time with their cries.

•

--

~~.-

But finally they found that this would not work, and
galloped back to their friends.
• Then the entire band set up howl and for a time were
very noisy and rude.
Then they began to assume an aggressive and hostile attitude.
They began to circle about the Thunderer, firin~ in the
air at first. Then the bullets began to rattle against the
cage.
"Shure an' shall we give the spalpeens a dose?" asked

The rescuing party gazed up at the .mighty height,
their hearts sank.
It did not seem an easy matter by any means to
Madge' from that place.
How to get to it to make an attack upon it was a •.au•u""' UI
But time would reveal whether this would be at all IJU''"'uor not.
Darkness was fast coming on.
Thus far not one of the Kirghiz ha·d been seen i»
vicinity.'

Barney, fingering the lock of his rifle.
• "I think not," replied Frank. "It would be a useless
shedding of blood."
Frank gave directions that the Thunderer should be put
to its best speed and distance the foe.
This was done, the ponies of the Kirghiz being left behind easily.
· · Mil~s were covered at this rate, and soon the party were
left far behind.
It was now a question as to whether the Kirghiz had told
·Nick the -truth or not about the three mountains and the
llome of Mardo Turgi.
If they had, it was safe to say that the field of action
would soon be ',reached.
The country was _the wildest of any they had yet passed
through.

Whether they were aware of the presence of the
derer or not it was not easy to say.
But if so they had not demonstrated the fact by
show of an attack.

a

A good spot was selected for a camp, and the Th
there was laid up.
One thing seemed certain.
The st~onghold, and very li,kely the, ,p1a~e .:?£
of all of the band of Mardo Turgi was ~~~ 1 ~p on the
tain side.
!I
Frank had done a heap of thinking, and ,had
made
up his
J
~
mind to a daring move.
The castle of the Tartar chief was certainly , ~l,laccessible
to an attack by the Thunderer.
To be sure dynamite projectiles could be thrown up
there and demolish it, but when it was remembered that
There were deep forests, long plains, valleys and gulches, Madge was confined within the walls, this seemed out of the
and at times shallow streams were crossed.
question.
Then suddenly three mountains of about the same height · Frank's plan, ·therefore, was one of mighty risk, but
and very similar in appearan~ rose to view.
deep strategy.
These were undoubtedly the mountains· the Kirghiz had
He called Nick and Jack aside, and said: •
told Nick about.
"Are you fellows willing to take a little bit of risk?"
In this respect they had certainly uttered the truth.
"What do you mean?" asked Nick.
The voyagers were now all interest and eagerness, and
"I will tell you. Of course, you can see how useless it
looked forward with great anticipation to see the mountain is to attack .Mardo Turgi with the Thunderer ?"
--: ·
I
palace of Mardo Turgi.
"Yes."
Suddenly Frank pointed up to the mountain wall, .and
"Now, I have a plan. We must venture a climb up that
cried:
m_"quntain to-night in the dark. It will require strategt'
"There it is! See for yourselves!"
All looked in the direction indicated, and saw a massive,
castle-like structure far up on the side of the mountain.
It was roughly constructed of logs and stone, but was
quite an imposing fortress, and in an altogether inaccessible position.
CHAPTER IX.

, .1.

and·skill and great care. We may get caught and our lives
pay for it. · But I can see no other or better· way of effecting the rescue of Madge."
,
"You are right!" cried Nick. "We are with you. Eh,
Jack?"
"Depend upon it!" replied the young E'nglishman.
-"Then it is settled."

"But who will stay with the machine ?" asked Nick.
"It will hardly be prudent to take Mr. Westervelt along.
Mardo Tur~i, the . K~rghiz le~der, .had certainly select,ed j We will let · him stay with Barney. The rest of us will
a most unassailable pomt for h1s pnson fortress.
go."
POMP DOES SOME GOOD WORK.

.

I

•
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It was agreed that they should dress as lightly as possible, and carry only necessary weapons.

luding Pomp?"

"
d !" cried Nick. "When shall we start?"
t as soon as it is dark enough. The darker the

These consisted of a Wi~cbester, 11 revolver and a knife.
A system of signals was arranged, and the equipment
was complete.

two young men were enthused with the scheme.
All that was necessary now was to await until it was
id not stop to think of danger. That was not one sufficiently dark, and then make the start.
r attributes.
Lights were seen in the fortress far above. . At length
is settled, then!" cried Nick, "we will go. But--" Frank decided that the proper time had come.
ll ?"
The party left the Thunderer and crept into the deep ·
ve you any decided plan of action, Frank? We gloom.
e mountain, and-what then?"
They approached the mountain slope until they entered
an hardly say. If possible we will find the location the edge of the forest. Here a consultation was held.
fortress where Madge is confined. Then if we can,
It was decided that all should separate and make their
break in and rescue her!"
way, each independent of the other, up to the walls of the
grant that we may," said Jack Wall, fervently.
castle.
young Englishman's manner was to F rank an i~~
A system of signals was to be used so that each could be
something which be had not guessed before.
informed of the movements of the other.
he first opportunity he whispered to Nick :
Then the start was made.
As P omp was the one destined to have the most thrilling
l me, is not Wall in love with this young girl ?"
s," replied Nick, bluntly. " He is completely gone adventures, we will follow him in his course.
r .''

'l'be darky crept through the dense undergrowth up the
slope.
surprised Nick.
His companions had long since passed from sight and
y ?" he asked, in surprise. " I s there anything
,
beanng.
about that, Frank ?"
To ·be sure l1e cpuld have signaled them at any moment,
t a thing," .aid the young inventor, with a grimace. but this be did not choose to do.
I wish I had known it in the first place."
" I jes' rectwn dat when Mar se Frank wants to see dis
y?"
chile he call fo' him," muttered the darky. " I'm not one
ould have left him on board."
bit afraid ob dat. "
was dumbfounded.
So P omp kept on making his way up the mountain side.
y should you do that?" he asked, in sheer amazeThe darky was shrewd and apt in matters of this kind.
" J ack is plucky. "
H e had trailed Indians with Frank Reade, Jr., upon the
; but a lover is always sure to do rash things, do
plains,
and knew the art of woodcraft well.
? H e may get us all into trouble."
H e knew that the 'rartars were superior in fighting abiliu are right," agreed Nick. " I never thought of
ties and general intelligence to the North American Indian.
But he did not believe that they could excel the American
Thunderer was in a secure nook, where it would esk mutteted an exclamation of keen disappo!ntment,

ly the closest scrutiny from the vicinity.

Darkness aborigine in point of strategy or cunning device.

utting down also helped to secrete it.
The darky's plans were quickly laid and ~leverly outothers were informed of the forlorn hope p ~rty lined.
"I'll jes' do a bit ob scoutin' around de enemy's camp,"
was going to essay the rescue of Madge.
Westervelt did not object to be left out of t~e party. he mut tered. "An' den if I gits a chaince I finds out whar
is all right! " he said, pleasa.n tly. " I am too old dat young gal am kep'. "
With this set purpose in view Pomp went on his way.
ff. I wo~ld be of little service. It is for you agile
It was a long and toilsome climb.
o go. God grant you may win success."
hope to," said F rank Reade, Jr.
:lor it."
party was soon equipped.

" We will risk

There were thorny shrubs which tore his garments and
lacerated his flesh. Rough ledges . and jagged rocks to
climb over. ·

I
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But yet he kept on until after what seemed an age he
saw a light through the dense foliage above.
Pomp came to a halt.
"Hum I" he muttered. '~I done fink dat mus' be a light
from de Tartar's camp. Now, di~ chile hab got to proceed
very sophilious-very."

TERROR, THE "THUNDERER."
There were lights inside the fort, and Pomp cou
the sounds of revelry. rrhe rrartars were evidently

a high old time.
'l'hc darky chuckled to himself, and lying upon h'
at the foot of the earthworks surveyed th~ distance
open porthole above, and the chances of climbing up
'l'here were clinging vines, simila.r to the strou
With which conclusion Pomp continued his upward
teria,
over the face of the structure.
climb, exercising the most rigid care.
Pomp had no doubt that with the aid of these he
'l'he result was that he soon reached a point where the
climb
up i.o the porthole .
.farest ceased and a wide plateau extended before him.
It was large enough to easily admit his body.
ln the center of this there burned a large watch fire.
If he could reach it, certainly it would be no d
Back of it Pomp saw the walls of the Tartar fort.
The watch fire was evidently intended for a precaution thing to enter the fort.
"P'r'aps dis chile l£in fin' de young missy, an' sa
aftah all," muttered Pomp, jubilantly. "What wud
P rank an' do odors say den? l done fink dey gib di
credit for knowing a fing or two!"
Thus reassuring himself Pomp proceeded to attem

r.gainst the at ack of an enemy.
But what was a very curious thing thus far Pomp had
n?t encountered a guard, or even seen a single Tartar.
But now, at intervals across the plateau, he saw sentries
po~ted J 'l'hey were tall fellows, with long lances and
shields.
The darky hovered in the edge of the forr.st for some
while and watched them.
"Humph!" he muttered. "I done fink dis chile hab got
quite a serious job fo' ~ slip by clem chaps. But jes' de
same, J..'q like fo'( to sec what am inside ob dat fort."
PomP" ha4 plenty of daring, and an all powerful curiosity.
"'
It was the latter; perhaps as much as anything that led
him to take the course which he did.

caring feat.
"
Much of risk and danger was irrvolv.eU. in it.

CHAP'l'EH X.
A DARING RESCUE.

Certainly Pomp had distinguished hin1self might
the work he had done thus far.
Pomp ~elected a spot which was between the picket posts,
It looked as if he would succ~ed in carrying out his
and which was totally dark.
He crept cautiously up over the earthworks, and r
Then he emerged from the shadows of the forest ancl be- the masonry of the fort.
gan to crawl on his belly out upon the level plateau.
rrhis was of the crudest kind.
Pomp wormed his way along like a veritable snake.
Huge bowlders had simply been piled up in a masE
And so great was the gloom that he was wholly unseen there were huge niches and interstices by which good
by the Tartar guards against the blackness of the ground.
holds could be had.
Had he been upright, or even in a crouching position,
AI o the strong vines, fully as firm as the ratlins of 1
ne would certainly have been seen.
would have been, afforded means of support.
But the wily darky had adopted the one ::~ucccs ful methPomp was a good climber.
od for passing the Tartar outpost.
Up went the darky like an agile monkey.
Like a veritable snake Pomp made his way slowly acros;s
rrhe light from the fires below .in certain spots illtu
the plateau.
the wall of the fort.

He passed just beyond the circle of light from the big
But Pomp was in the $hadows, which wel'e made a
fire, and soon had got well beyond the picket line.
more den~e by reason of contrast with the firelight.
Pomp was elated ?-t his signal success.
It \\ras hardly likely that he could be seen by the g
Certainly hi s plans had worked most admirably. It had below.
ileen no slight undertaking to outwit those vigilant 'l'artars.
However, he willingly took the, risk ~nd did not
Beyond the picket line the coast sef.'Jllcd clear.
'by it.
Up he went, and now came to that part of the fort'
There was a sloping line of earthworks above which rose
the log and stone walls of the fortress.
was ~om posed of logs.
,
I

.

l
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it," muttered the darky.

his foothold was not so secure.

'
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J.

"Seems Il' it was quite a snap

logs were slippery' and the vines more yielding, and fo' to be a robber in dese yer parts." ·
times he slipped back a.n d nearly fell the whole dis-

But the darky did no t waste a great deal of time in
watching the scene. ·

he slowly persevered, and vi ctory rewarded him.

He realized tha t there was lively work ahead for him,

hands gripped the sill of the window and he drew and he was not slow to get down to it.
He crawled along the sloping rooi cautiously until hr
up.
moment hi s head was above the sill, and he beheld reached that part which he knew must be over the main
citadel or house of the fort.
ing scene.
I

aw a mighty courtyard, w.ith a hard, level floor,

coJ-

H ere he was fortunate enough to find an aperture or
trapdoor, and a ladder leading down into darkness.

ully a couple of acres.
was dotted with camp fires, and hundreds of armed
were there congregated in variou s attitudes of ease .

'l'hiP was· ncar a tall flagstaff1 ·from which floated the
ensign of Mardo Turgi.
Pomp did not hes itate to slide clown the ladder into thr

were a savage and barbaric looking cre w.

p saw at a glance that t his was but a p art of a bas- darkness below.
I
In a few moments his feet touched the floor.

H.

main citfl d,el. o,r house part of the fort wa s more to

There wa s no .sign of life about him, and he became sati)l-

t and upon the corner o£ the wall.
as the light .frqm these camp fires which shone
1

He listened intently.

the porthole.

en yard s from the open port there walked an armed

fied that he was all alone in this part of the fort.
The darky hesitated a moment, and then scratched a
match.
By its momentary glow he saw that he was in a square

•

ter by this window th~n wa s out of the question.
uld be simply walking in to the wide open a rms of

tower chamber, from which stairs led clown to rooms below.
P orn p had gon e too far now to turn back. . H e proceeded
to creep down these stairs, and came to a long corridor
dimly lighted.

saw thi s at a glance; and at once slid back from

Oil lamps were placed at intervals.
Upon either side of the corridor were Joors of strong
wicker work and steel.

was to be done ?

These doubtless opened into chambers beyond. If any
g rotted now that he had attempted to scale the wall
point.
of these were occupied the darky had no means of knowing,
he darky was not long in hitting upon a plan.
for they were all dark but one.
timated the height of the' roof above, and then beclimb for it.

This one a light shone' from through a small grating in
the door.

s a long and hard climb.
Pomp paused at the end of the corridor, and did some tall
as now fully sixty feet from the ground below, and thinking.
ould mean death.

It looked to him very much as if these were prison cells.

omp reached the roof in safety.

Lyin~

on his

now he could look down into the 'l'arta.r camp.

Instinctively he thought of Madge.
"P' r' aps de young missy am in one ob clese," he mut-

s certainly a large one, there being many hundreds tered und er hi s breath .

" Dis chile am gwine fo ' t o see !''

' about to make a move forward a
But just as Pomp was

arbarian s there congregated.

were engaged in many curious and interesting oc- soun d bl'ought him'· to an instant halt.
Something like a deep snore had come to his hearing from

S'.

regarded them with interest.

the other end o£1 the passage.

were playing at games of chance, others were wrest-

'l'h e darky's ner ves were tense.

nc at sword play [\ud other athletic games.

"Golly!" he muttered, "what am da:t?

s a vast and interesting panorama.
en the like before in his life.

y!

Pomp had somebody else in di s place."
rtc had thought of retreating to the darkness of the

Dey see m to be havin' a mighty good time ob tower.

..

I s'pecs dar'3

,

•
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But at that' moment he caught sight of an object at the
far end of the passage.
It was the form of a man.
It was a powerfully-framed Tartar; who sat with his head
b€tween his knees. Pomp saw at once that he was the
prison guard.
But he was at present powerless.
Sleep held him enchained.
Pomp's. delight can b~ imagined.
The dark,y realized at'· once that he had penetrated to the
part of the robber's stronghold where his prisoners were
kept.
This was the greatest possible bit of luck, and the darky
knew it.

"No; fo' de good Lor', missy !" protested
come fo' to sabe yo'. I'se from yo' fader an' from
Ward ana Jac;k Wall!"
Madge nearly fainted with joy.
"You are not deceiving me?" she whispered.
"No, missy!"
"But how did you get here?"
"I'se done climbed up on de vines, an'
de roof."
"But how did you get across the plateau.
armed guards there?"
"Dat am so, missy. But I jes' skippe~ by
dark."

"Golly!" he muttered, "I reckon dis chile may fin' de
young missy aftah all. What would Marse Frank say if
I should?"
Pomp's delight was intense.
He waited a reasonable length of time to make sure that
the Tartar guard was fast asleep.
Then he crept forward and looked through the grated
door of the first cell.
All was clark and he could see nothing.
Whether anybody was in there or not the darky ·could
not tell.
Next he went to the door of the cell through which the
•
light came.
Gazing through the grating Pomp beheld a thrilling
sight.
Seated at a grated window looking off over the va.lley,
Pomp saw a young girl, as petite and beautiful as a dream.
It was Madge Westervelt.
The darky was so excited that for a moment he forgot
himself and said in a hushed voice :
"Missy, wake up. I'se done come fo' to sabe yo'; I'se
Pomp!"
The effect of this upon Madge Westervelt can well be
imagined.

"Heaven be praised! But how can we
here?"
"Jes' yo' wait a lily bit, missy. Dis chile fin'
How yo' git dis do' open?"
"The guard has a key. But is he not here?"
"He am fas' asleep ober yender ?"
"Mercy! Fortune has favored you!" cried
"He is a giant, and you could hardly hope to worst
he should wake up. There is no way to open tllis
with the key, and he has it."
"Am dat so?"
"Yes."
Pomp scratched his head a moment .
He had begun to consider the possible safety of
ing to steal the key from the sleeping guard's ·
the giant began to move and mutter in his sleep.
"Heavens!" exclaimed Madge. "He is waking
This seemed true.
Fo'r a moment Pomp was in a fearful dilemma.
was to be done?
There seemed but one thing.
It was a desperate move, but there seemed no
The darky's mind was made up.
He picked up a heavy billet of wood which lay
corridor.

In an instant she sprang up with a low cry of amazement.
"What?" she gasped. "Did I hear aright? Has some
one come to save me?"
"Yes, missy !" replied Pomp, eagerly. "Jes' yo' cheer
right up, now!"
"Great Heavens ! Who are you?"
"I'se Pomp!"
Then the girl captive saw the black face pressed against
the bars and her heart sank.
•"You are mocking me," she said.

Pomp had a repugnance to taking the Tartar's
il was a question of saving his own.
For there was no doubt but that the wretch
him upon sight. Therefore Pomp took this
measure.
Pushing forward he dealt the brute a powerful
'tthe head.
The giant started up with a gurgling cry.
rained blow after blow upon his thick skull.
Nothing could withstand such an onslaught
T~e jailer reeled back and fell unconscious to

..
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p tore the fellow's girdle from him, and bound him
It was about sixty feet to the ground belo~, 'as the darky
nd foot. Then he thrust the j·ailer's scarf into his knew.
The rope was amply long enough to reach that distance.
P omp carefully tied the rope unaer Madge's arms, and
'ng up the bunch of keys Pomp sprang to the door
&aid:
ge's cell.
quired some time to select the right key.
he :finally succeeded.
lock swung back, and for the :first time in many
Madge Westervelt saw freedom before her.
p realized well .the necessity of prompt action . .
ny moment a relief guard might come, :and should
pe be discovered the result would be terrible.
e darky took Madge's hand in his, and cried:

"Now, I'se gwine fo' r,· lower yo' down to de groun,' an'
when yo' gits dar, jes' don' wait fo' me, but jes' slip into
de trees and cut down de mounting side as fast ·as eber yo'
kin. When yo' gits to de plain below dis chile come down
an' fin' yo'. See ?"
" Yes," replied Madge, "I will follow your instructions."
Then she bravely advanced to the edge of the roof.
Pomp let her carefully over the edge, and continued to
e, missy, I'se gwine fo' to see yo' safely out of here, lcwer on the rope until it was nearly out.
Madge reached the ground in safety.
, no mattah whatebber becomes ob me !"

CHAPTER XI.
POMP F.A.CES DE.A.TH.

Thus far the game was a glaring s"liccess. Pomp was delighted.
He felt the rope slack, and quickly drew it up a few
feet, and secured it more strongly to the frame of the flagstaff.

H e was heavier than Madge, and this wa.s why he took
p was in earnest.
as thoroughly in keeping with his generous nature. this precaution.
1
uld willingly have given his life to save the young "Then he swung himself over :he roof and went down the
rope lih a monkey. ·
g the corridor he led her and up into the tower.
Down he went rapidly.
e was a plucky girl, and not afraid to climb. She
H e could see the lights of the pickets. b~low. Suddenly
trouble therefore in ascending the ladder to the a curious thing happened.
The big watch :fire seemed to blaze up quickly, and threw
p followed, and now the problem confronted the a mighty radiance upon the wall about him . .
This was a startling and unlooked for development.
s to how he was to get his charge down from that
It
struck a chill into Pomp's breast.
erch.
H e heard a loud shout from the plateau below, and then
ight have taken the risk to climb down upon the
a
bullet
went singing past him.
'mself.
He knew that he had been seen.
f cour~ Madge could not do this.
Pomp waited for nothing now.
he darky was not long in doubt.
H
e knew that all depended upon his reaching the ground
ea came to ·him quickly.
ent to the flagstaff and boldly hauled down_ the in the quickest possible time.
Down he went on a long slide.
flag.
The rope burned ·his clothing and his flesh. But he
his knife Pomp cut the halliards, and pulled them
cared not for that.
e block.
ad now over one hundred feet of good strong rope.
The moment his feet struck the ground Pomp started for
nd of this he lashed about the flagstaff, and then the trees.
But before he could reach their cover a dozen burly
y, am yo' a bit afraid fo' to hab me tie dis rope forms were about him.
' waist an' jes' lower yo' down to de groun' ?"
H e was hurled to the ground in the midst of an excited,
e promptly replied:
jabbering crowd of Tartars.
He was a prisoner, and knew better tlian to make ream a brave girl," said Pomp, joyfully. "Da.t am sistance.
ff."
"Golly sakes!" thought tlie affrighted darky, ''qjs chile
I
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it to· suah.

l 'J..:.l UWR, 'l'HE "'l'HU.NDEUER."

Well, I j es' hopes de missy got away, i

any way F

Doub tless this woulll be plenty wide enough to all
the safe passage of the 'l'hunclerer up the hilL
" Once I can get the e leetric gnn train ed upon the_

Pomp momentarily expected his captors to kill him.

muttered Frank, "I will bring Mardo 'l'urgi to terms.

But they did not.
H e was picked up bodily and carried up the slope, and a

Ther e was no doubt of this.

fe w moments later into the yard o' the fort.
H ere th e most tremendous excitement prevailed.
The entire Tartar crew flew to arms, and Pomp was in

So Prank kept on boldl y.
Thus far he had seen no ~ i gn o£ a Jiving 'l'artar.

I

In thi s r espect hi s experi ence was similar to Porn
Dut suddenly he came to a level shelf, from which ·

the mid st of the excited hord e.

A ta ll, po1rerfull#-framed m an, dressed in the extreme 1·ie w o.f the fo rtifications co ulu l>e had.

I

of barbari c fashion, now appr;ar ed upon the scene.

L\ght were gleaming through the portholes in the

1

A sort of inquisition 1ras hastily held.

The escape of of th e for t, and })·ank s;tw armed Tartars upon the

th e g irl captive had been discovered, ancl Pomp believed
tha t hi ;; las t hour had come.

H e r efl ected at on ce that it would be impossible
tempt to cr eep into the place from that side.

'l'hc ~·lu cky, but uijfortunate, darky was at once conderrmcd to deat h by the angry 'l'artar leader .

H e abandoned any such idea.
Ne ither hall he beeu a ble, thus far, to see any possi

H e was led out into the center of the yard, and two po\il- of getting the Thundercr up over t he h eight.
el'ful Tartars were bidden to stand over him with drawn
'-L'his was a moot di ticourag ing reali11ation.
sword 6.
\\'hat was to be done ?
l t wa s evident that P omp's head wa s about to l:Ome ofl'.
'L'hc darky was terrified beyond measure.

.

.

Hi s eres bulE:ed from their socket s aml his wool stood
Ltpon end .

~

H e trembled like an aspen leaf.

The darky's neck was bar ed and the ~ !Jwerful ·rartars
brandished their sword;; aloft.

wa ~

wholly at sea.

H certainly would seem like foll y for the mere h
of men that they were to attempt an assault
aid of the Thundcrer .
'l'h ~

cause looked like a hopeless ouc.

Y et Frank would not give up.

The Tartar chief, Mardo Turgi, stood with the order
upon his lips, when a thrilling thing occurred.
But what of the other members of the 'l' bunclerer 's party ?
Frank, Reade, Jr., had pushed u_p the mountain side
some hunch·ed yards furth er to the right.
Jack Wall and Nick Ward were just beyond him .
T 11e youn g inventor's plan was m ain ly to reconnoiter

" There i::; a way," h e rnuttcr c>tl . "<lild I \rill find i
H e reconnoitered the Tartar stronghold for a time.
Then he deeidcd upon another move.
H e withdrew to what be consider ed a safe distance
the place.
'l'hen he began to spring the signal whistle for his
panioos.

It was some little time be fore an an swer came.

the stronghold.
The daring idea had not occurred to him as it had to
P omp to attempt to effect the r escue of

Frnn k

M ~ dge .

'l'hen from a poi11t to the right he got an answe
moment later a dark f orm stood near him.

ihe Thunderer up to the gates of the stronghold, so that

"Is that you, Nick?" he asked, in a hoarse whispe
" N o ; it is Jack," was the r eply. "Are you Mr. Re

l1 e might batter them down.

"Yes," r eplied Frank, joining the yO'lmg Englis

He had com idered carefully the possibility of getting

If it had not been for the obstruction offered by the trees "Where is N ick ?"
nnd rocks this might h ave been possible anywhere.
But Frank saw at a glance that the Thunderer could not
progress through these.

"I signaled him a moment ago down there to the ri
" All ri ght ; let u s find him."
But at that moment another form appeared in the

But he adhered to a belief that somewhere on the west ness.
\

side of the mountain he would be able to find a roa d~vay or

It was Nick Ward.

path.

Salutations were exchanged, and then Pomp was si

Certainly M:ardo Turgi's men were in the habit of riding fo r.
over the mountain on horseback.
'l'here must . exist some kind of a bridl e path.

But in vain .
H e did not answer.

F R ANK Rl<JADE, J R. 'S ELECTRIC
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e he was it was impossible even to guess.
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"But need we worry greatly?" asked Nick.

" H e is a

clev.er fel low."

ut P omp will take care of h imself," said Frank, con-

ly.

" I don't think we need to worry about hi m!"

CITAP'rER XII.

ell," sa id Nick, "how did you succeed, Frank?"
oorly," replied the yo ung inventor.

EXCITING WORK.

"I could not find

ssible way for the Thunderer to get up here."

"Pomp is an excellent scout," agreed Frank.

"I would

not fear for him in an Indian c;-untry !~'
am so tty to say so."

" Then we need not fear for him here," said Nick.

ell," said Nick, slowly, "I do not know the climbing

'·But what can he be doing," asked Jack Wall, apprehen-

s of you r machine, 1\fr. Reade, but I have found quite sively.
able road up here."

" Oh, he is up to some clever game or other.

excited cry escaped Frank's lips.

He will turn

up like enough with some valuable information for us."

ou don' t mean it?"

" Well, we will have to work independent of Pomp, "
sa id Frank, dccisivcl,y. " We are losing valuable time!"
· "So s<~y I! " said Nick.

hen we .are all r ight."
ood!"

" L et us be off, then!"

ct us see that road flt once."

"All l'ight !"

ome with m e."

'rhis settled the matter, ~mel the party va ni shed down the

ck lrcl the way for some di s lance along the mountain mountain side.
'l1 hcy followed the ravin e down closely to the pla i!1.
dden l,y the pariy came out upon
a ravine.

n,

ledge, which over -

In the course of thi s was laid the roau

ucrer up the ravine, and' at on ce t eturned to th e machine.
Barney and Mr. Westervelt were on g uard and welcomed

estion.
was more properly a bridle path , being not over ten
id e.
The Thunclerer will come up

here

th em warr ly.
"Shure~ :Misther Frank, it's worried I am about the nay-

gur !" said Barney, apprehensively.

t Frank hastily mcasurrcl i t, and .said wit h joy:
urrah!

They found that it was quite feasible to run the Thun-

with

"Yez ought to have

lift him behind an' taken a man av experience loikc mesilf !"
Frank laughed at this.

note one singular fact," said Nick.

"That is on e word for Pomp and two for yourself," he

hat?"

I

hat no guard is posted in thi s ravine.

T he Ma:rdo

is extremely careless."

said.
"Shure, sor, I'm afther thinkin' the poOl' sowl is dead!"
"We 11'ill hope not," said Frank.

ou are ri-ght; but that is to our advantage.

Come,

s, let us \Tork qui ck and strike quick.))

"Now, Barney, put

th e rubber climbing tires on the wheels at once!"
"All roight, sor.''

e are :ready H

Bamey proceeded to obey orc1ets.

Prank paused.

The rubber tires were so adjusted that they cou ld be eas-

is hardl y r ight to go without le::uning Pomp's fnte/' ily and quickly put on the wheels.
d. '· Hnrm may have .come to him."
They were a pecnliar im·ention of Frank Rea.tf, .Jr.'s,
on arr right," sn id Nick, "let us make anot her sea rch an d of great service.
'
m.''
Th e rubber surface was adapted for climbing up steep
~ was clon e.
ascen ts aml al so for muffiing the wheels.
they mig ht as well l!ave spa red

c.

- them~elvC's

the

Not a s ign of Porn p con ld be found anywhere.

at had brcome of the dark y wa s a. mystery.

Fran k

nrmrd .
nlly !'' he sa ifl ,
nw to him!"

Thia donf', all 1ras annolm ccd in read iness :for the s'l!u.rt.
Frank went into the tower ancl set the lever .
Th e 'l'lmnclcrC'r gliclccl noiselessly into the ravine, and
began to make its upward way to the plateau abore.

c arnc ~ tly.

"I fear that some harm

In

l f's~

platea u.

than twenty minutes the machine was upon tlw

_
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.. Frank sent it forward noiselessly and shadow-like to a them into eternity quicker than one could aay J
point upon an eminence from whence they could look ·down mson.
into the stronghold.
'l'his settled the affair.
Overwihelmed . with awful terror the Tartars b
The whole interior o£ the fortress yard was visible.
fled for their lives.
And a thrilling scene was witnessed.
Over the"parapet and into the wild forest they rus
It was just at the moment when Pomp was led forth to
be executed by the vengeful Mardo Turgi.

The victory was won.

The brutal ·Tartar executioners had just advanced with
Mardo Turgi was dead and his invincible robber
their gleaming swords and stood over the condemned darky. hold was captured. All had been accomplished in
A great cry went up £rom all on board the Thunderer.
"My God, what is that?"
"Some one is going to be slaughtered!"
"Heavens, it is Pomp!"

few minutes.
It was a clear demonstration o£ the triumph _oft
over brute force.
Cheer upon cheer went up from the victors.
Pomp had gained the deck o£ the Thunderer unh~
he ·and Barney were embracing each other .
It was a joyful moment.

"Save him!"
"He must· not die!"
Barr1,ey was the :first one to act ..
But when the :first excitement had died away inte
The Celt saw t he awful, deadly peril o£ his confrere the
tions
began.
flrst o£ all. His blo.od was at roiling pitch.
"How did you get into this den 0' asked Frank o£ :
"Whurroo !"he yelled, "they shall niver kill the loikes av
" Golly, Marse Frank," replied the darky, "I jes' Cl
him!"
in, sah !"
Quick as a flash he raised his rifle and took aim.
"Crawled in?"
Frank sent the blinding rays o£.the searchlight down and
"Yes, sah !"
transfigured the whole scene.
"How did you do that ?"
Crack!
Pomp went on to detail his story.
Mardo Turgi, with the order £or Pomp's execution upon
A
All listened with thrilling interest.
great crJ
his lips, threw up his arms and £ell. It was just in the
up when he declared that he had set MadgE: at liberty.
nick o£ time.
" Brave fellow !" cried F rank Reade, Jr., "you ha~
The order to cut Pomp's head off was never uttered.
erecl yourself with glory, P omp."
Crack! Crack !
The others joined in the praise.
The two executioners dropped.
"You are a hero !"
Pomp in an instant sa w the searchlight's glare, and
" Good for you !"
knew what it meant. H e acted quick~y.
" It was a wonderful feat !"
With wonderful presence o£ mind he seized the sword
" Pluck will win!"
from the hand o£ one of the dead executioners.
But a startled thought had come t o Nick War
H e began to lay about him furiously.
"My soul!" he cried . " Where is Madge now? C
At that moment Frank Reade, Jr., pulled the valve of the tell me if she is safe?"
electric gun.
" ' Clar to goodness I couldn't tell yo', chile !"
A projectile struck the fort wall.
P omp.
There was a roaring explosion, and the air 'vas full of
"Heavens !" cried J ack Wall. "We must search
flying debris.
When it cleared away it was seen that a huge hole had
been blown in the wall of the fort.
It was a breech fully ten feet wide. Down through it
went the Thunderer full tilt and head on.
Down into the midst of the T artar crew went the Thunderer.
There was a momentary effort at resistance.
But a projecdle from the electric gun blew hundreds of

at once. If she is in those woods then her position
dangerous, for those fleeing Tartars have all gone ·
direction."
The thought gave all a
of horror.
In an instant J ack and Nick and Barney and Po
Mr. Westervelt picked up their rifles.

am

Mr. Westervelt was frantic.
But Frank Reade, Jr., said:
"Wait a moment. Nothing is to be gained by ha
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At once Frank's whole soul was fired.
"Listen to :Mr. Reade," said Nick . .
It seemed as if he could not act quick enough. Around
~ All right."
"Let us have a concerted plan," said Frank. ."We know came the Thunderer and down went the switch.
All the speed the machine po'ssessed was called into play.
t the young lady is no longer in this place."
Yes."
01,1 over the plain sped the Thunderer in hot pursuit of .
It is supposed that she escap.ed safely into the woods, the Tartar abductor.
has made her way to the plam below." ·
Of Cli>Urse, the machine could easily outrun the horse.
That is it!"
Every moment the Thunderer gained upon the Tartar.
Then there is no need of any of us remaining here?"
But now Frank beheld a thrilling and most dreadful
sight.
Not a bit."
Then I will undertake to take the Thunderer back down
The villain had anticipated the result of being overto the plain. You gentlemen can strike down through taken. He proceeded at once to fully show up the brutal
woods. We may all meet and compare notes below."
characteristics of his TaTtar nature.
his plan met the approval of all: It was, undoubtedly,
Maddened at the certainty of defeat his mind took a
vengeful turn.
wisest and best plan that could be adopted.
the party set out on foo't, while Frank started with
He turned his head and took a backward look at the
Thuriderer.
Thunderer down through the ravine.
t required some little. time for the young inventor to
It was close upon him.
In a few moments more it would overtake him. The
his way down the ravine again.
ut he finally succeeded in reaching the plain below in huge machine could easily outrun his fleet pony.
The brute's f.ace wore a positively fiendish expression.
ty.
rank let the Thunderer run slowly along the base of ' He lifted the light form of Madge from the pommel of
hill, and listened for some sounds of the searching party. his saddle as if it were but a feather.
Then Frank saw' the brute draw a long knife.
e fancied he could hear them far up on the side of the
In an instant the young inventor foresaw his fiendish
young inventor was more on the lookout for purpose. It was to take the captive's life.

~

There was no time to lose.
Frank in an instant dropped the wheel and picked up his

t seemed more reasonable to him tl1at the young girl
come down the hill in safety, and was in the vicinity. rifle. All occurred in the flash of a second.
The brute held the knife ready to plunge into the fair,
f she should see the Thunderer she would no doubt
white
breast.
w herself.
o Frank proceeded to send the machine along the base
he mountain slowly.
uddenly, as he was approaching a clump of trees, he

OHAP'rER XIII.

t was in a feminine voice, and the young inventor saw
THE END.
gleam of a white dress through the gloom.
e knew at once that the young girl had uttered that
At that awful moment when !fadge Westervelt's life did
not seem ·worth a straw, Frank Reade, Jr.'s nerves were
and that she was in trouble.
here was the sound of a struggle, and then the clatter like iron.
He took quick, lighting-like aim, and fired.
oofs.
There were a million chances against him.
ut upon the plain a horse and rider had dashed.
The murderer's arm was in midair, yet not so very far
t first, in the blackness, Frank could not identify the
out of range of the young girl's form, as Frank drew aim.
ut he quickly pulled the slide of the searchlight. This
To miss might have been to send the bullet into her
brain.
a pathway of :acliance out over the plain for a miie.
To miss would have given the brute the chance to plunge
its focus he saw plainly a giant Tartar, mounted, and
ing across the pommel of his saddle the insensible the knife into her heart.
J ..
In either case it was death.
of Madge Westervelt.

•
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'l'here was but the one desperate chance, and Frank knew
that it was all in the world t hat would save Madge.

The mission of the 1' hunder er in Kirghiz Tarta

H e did not hesitate t o take it .

been accomplished.

Crack!

T,he T artars' captive had been rescued, and now t
was over, everybody looked forwar d to the r eturn h~

The rifle spoke shar ply.
· The effect was instant, and Frank Reade, Jr., reeled back
ev~rco,m e

And this but echoed the sentiments of the others.

T

'

with the awful t ension upon his nerves.

Even Barney and Pomp, those indefatigabl
were eager

The bullet had struck the wri st of the murder er fa ir and
square..

tr

to return.

" It will jes' seem good fo' to see ole Readesto'
mo' !" cried Pomp.

· There was a sh ahering of the bone an d the knife

" Bejabers, yez are roight, naygur !"

dropped;

niver want any more av the Tartars nor their
There was a quick s"'erving of the Tartar rJony and the customs."
Yider went to the g round. The pony went on its mad
No time was wasted.
'lll'CCr.

'l'he 'l'hunderer was quickl y sent on its homewa

I

And dinging by her dress catching over the pommel, the
• . 1c:en~ ible young girl still remain ed upon the animal's back.

lt had been a desperate and close call.

an d a few weeks later was once more at Irluk .

A few weeks later still the party were a t Constan
and the Thunderer placed aboard

But the pony had begun t o fag, an d seemed willing to

a Mediterrane-an st

H ere :Mr. Westervelt, l\Iadge a~d J ack Wall took l

come to a stop.

•

the party.
Frank lowered the Thunderer, and suddenly stopped it
'l'hey r eturned to England, wher e later J ack and
entirely.
were m arried.
He descended from the pilot-tower, and in an instant 'as
N ick \Yard returned to the United States wi t h
upon the plain.
Reade, Jr., Barney and Pomp. In the course o
The ,po~y had gone as fa.r as its str~ngth would permit.
Readestown was safely r eached.
It was staggerip.g like a drunken man not twenty ,yards
1'he t rip had been a success, but the ocean
away.
given Frank a new idea for an invention, which we
Frank easily caught the animal by the bridle; and qui t:kly
able to t ell the r eader about in a f uture story.
relieved it of its burd'en.
.
Back t o t he 'rhunderer he went with Madge's unconscious form in his arms.

THE END.

Once on board, he quickly applied r estoratives ~nd
, brought Jo er to.
H er sm'prisc at being on board the Thunderer was now
intense.
Frank overjoyed her with the news that sh e was to be
very shortly restored to her fa ther safe and well .

The next number ( 7 ) of the " Frank Read e
Magazine" >yill contain an other thrilling story, e

'rhe run back to the mountain was quickly made.
There the rest of the party were found safe and well.

'I hey had experienced a slight skirmish with the Tartars,
but beyond this all was well.
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That r eunion on board the Thunderer was a joyful one
indeed.
Father

and

daughter,

once more

clasped

in each

other's arms, were happy. ·
" And we owe all to you, Mr. Reade," said fhe overjoyed fat1wr.

" Rest assured you have our undying grat-

Ht1d.:."
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Fted Fearnot ii.nd his h,fascot; or, , Evelyn's Fearless Ride.
Fted Fel!rnot'li Stron~ Atm ; or, 'tbe Bad Man at Arlzon11.
Fred Feilrnot a s a "'J:ehderfoot ;" or, Having Full with the Cow·
boys.
F red Fear-not Captured; or, In the Hands of His Enemies.
Fred Fearnot and the Banker; or, A Schemer's 'l'rap to Ruin
Him.
Fted Fearnot' s Oreat F~at; or, Winning a Fortune on Skates.
rred Fearnot' s Iron Will ; or.~., Standing Up for the Righ t .
l!'rcd Fea rnot Cornered; or, 110velyn and the Wi<tow .
Fred Fearnot's Daring Scheme; or, Ten Days In an Insane Asylum.
Fred Fearnot's Hqnor ; or, Backing Up His Wor<l.
Fred Fea rnot a11d the Lawyer; or, Young Bi lly Dedham·a Case.
Fred Feahiot at West Point; or, H avihg itun with the H azen .
Fred Fearnot'a Secret Society; or, The Knights of the Black Ring.
Fred Fea rnot a nd t he Gambler; or, The Trouble on t he Lake
l<'ront.
Fred Fear not;a Challenge ; or, Klqg ot the Diamond Field.
Fred Fearnot s Great Game; or1 Till! H a rd Work That Woh.
Fred Fearndt in Atlanta; or', Tfie Black Fiend ot l>arktown.
Fred Fearnot' s Open Hand; or, How He Helped a Friend.
Fre<l Fearnot In Debjlte; or, Tile Warmest Member of tb!! Ho\l&e.
l'red Feahidt's Great Plea· or, His Defen ce of the ''Moneylesa

llian."

F red Fear not atdPrluceton ; or, The Battle of the Champions.
Fred Fearnot's
!reus ; or, High Old Time at New .Era.
Fred J"earnot 111 Oa lnp Hufit; or, The Wh ite Deer df t he Ad irondacks.
F red Fearnot and His Guide ; or, The MysterY of the Mountain.
·Fred Fear not' a County Fair; or, The Battle of the Fakirs.
ii'red Fearnot li Prisoner ; or, Capturea at Avon.
Fred Fearnot and the Senator ; or, Breaking up a Scheme.
Fred Fearnot and the Baron ; or, Calling Down a Nobleman.
Fred Fearnot and the Brokers; or, Ten Days In Wah Strel!t.
Fred Fearnot's Little Scrap; or, The Fellow Who Wouldn't Sta1
Whipped.
Fred l<'earnot's Greatest Danger; or, Ten Days with the Moon·
slllileril.
Fred Fearnot and the Kidnappers; or, ·.rraillng a Stolen Child.
Fred Fearnot's Qnl ck Work; or, The Hold Up at Eagle Pass.
Fred Fearnot at Sliver Gulch; or, Defying a Ring.
Fred Fearnot on the Border ; or, l'un!Eblng the Mexican Horl e
Stealers.
Fred Fearnot's Charmed Life ; or. Running the Gauntlet.
Fred Fearnot Lost; or , Missing for Thirty Days.
Fred Fearbbt's Rescue ; or The Mexican Pocahontas,
Fred Fear-not and the "White Caps" ; or, A Queer Turhlng of
th\l Ta!Hes.
1
Fred F earnot find the Medium; or, Hav ing Fun with the
"Siiirlts."
rea Fearnot aiid the "Mean Man"; or, The Worst He Ever
Stru ck.
yred F'earnot's f1ratitnde; or, Ba ck ing Up a Plucky Boy.
rred Fearnot Flbed; or, '.rhe Judge's Mistake.
1

:!6:! Fred Fearnot's Comic Opera; or, The Fun that Raised the
l<
' unds.
·
162 Fred l!'earnot and the Anarchists; or, The Burping of the Red
Flag.
ld3 Fred J?eilrnot's Lecture, Tour; or, Going It Alone.
.
lfY! Fred l<'earnoi's "New Wild West" ; or, Astonishing the Old East.
165 F red Fearnot In Russia; or, Banished by the Cz ar.
166 Fred Fearnot in Turkey ; or, Defying the Sultan.
1()7 Fred ,l<'earnot In Vienna; or, The Trouble on the Danube.
168 Fred Fearnot and the Kaiser; or, In the Royal Palace at Berlin.
169 Fred Fenrnot in Ireland; or, Watched by the Constabulary.
170 Fred Fearnot Homeward Bound ; or, Shadowed by Scotland
Yard.
,
111 Fred Fearnot's Justi ce; dr, The ChamP,ion of t he School Ma rm.
172 Fred FearnOt and the Gypsies; or, 'l'he Mystery of a Stolen
Chi~
.
173 ~red l<
' earnot's Silent Hunt; or, Catching the "Green Goods"
Men.
1
174 Fred Fearnot's lllg Day: or, Harvard and Yale at New Era.
175 F red Fearnot and "'l'he Doctor" ; or, The Indian Medicine Faki r.
176 Fred Fearnot and the Lynchers ; or1 Savlnl!l a Girl aorse Thief.
177 Fre~ Felirnot's Wonderful Feat; or, T he Tamlnf of Black Beauty.
178 Fre l!' ea rnot's Great Struggle ; or, Downing a S~nato r.
179 Fre Fearnot's Jubilee; or, New Era's Greatest Day.
180 Fred Fearnot and Samson; or, "Who Runs This Town?"
181 Fred Fcarnot and the Rioters ; or, Backing Up the Sherif!'.
182 F r~d Fearnot and the Stage Robber ; or, Hi e Chase fo r a Stolen
Dlnmotid.
183 Fred Fearnot at Cripple Creek; or, The Ma sked Fiends of t he
Mines.
184 Fred Fearnot and the VIgilantes ; or, .Up Against t he Wrong
Man.
185 Fred Fearnot In N~w Mexico ; or, Sayed by Terry Olcott.
1811 Fred Fearnot In Arkansa s ; or, The Queerest of All Adventures.
187 Fred Fearnot in ;\fonta na; or, The Dispute at Rocky Hill.
188 Fred Fearnot and the :Majfor ; or, The Trouble at Snappllif
,
Shoals.
189 Fred Fearnot's Big Hunt; or, Camping on the Columbia River.
190 Fred Fenrnot's Hard Experience; or, Roughing It at Red Gu lch.
~!ll, Fred Fearnot Stranded; or, How Terry Olcott Lost tl;l_e Money.
Hl2 F red Fcarnot In the Mountains; or, Held at Bay by Bandit!!.
103 Fred Fearnot's Terrible Risk; or, Terry Olcott's Reckless Venture.
19:1 Fred Fearnot's Last Card; or, 'l'he Game tbat Saved His Life.
195 Fred Fearnot and the Professor; or, The Man Who Knew 11: All.
1 96 Fred Fearnot's Big Scoop; or, Beating a Thousand Rivals.
197 Fred ~'earnot !lnd the Raiders; o~, Fighting for His Belt.
19S Fred Fearnot's Great Rislf; or, One Chance in a Thousand.
199 Fred Fearnot as a Sleuth; or, Running Down a Sli ck VIllain.
200 Fred Fearnot's New Deal ; or, Working for a Banker.
201 Fred Fearnot In Dakota; or, The t,ittle Combination Ranch.
202 Fred Fearnot and the Road Agents; or, Terry Olcott's Cool
Nerve.
203 Fre.d Fearnot and the Amazon; or, The Wild Woman of t hi
204.
Plains.
Fred Fearnot' s Training School : or, How to i\Iake a Living.
205 Fred Fearnot and the Stranger; or, The Long Man who was
Short.
206 Fred U'enrnot and the Old Trapper; or, Searching tor a Lo•t
Ca,•ern.
1
207 Fred Fearnot In Colorado; or, Running a Sheep Ranch.
208 Fred Fearnot at the Ball; or, The Girl in the Green Mask.
209 l<'fcd Fearnot and the Duellist: or, The :Man Who Wa nted tiS
Fight.
21 ll Fred Fearnot on the Stump; or, Ba cl1ing an Old Veteran.
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A BOYS' MAGAZINE CONTAINING COMPLETE STORIES
OF . WESTERN LIFE.

DO NOT, FAIL TO READ
32 PAGES• . PRICE 5 CENTS.
.

rr

.

· EACH NUMBER BOUND IN A HANDSOME COLORED COVEB.

All of these exciting .stories · are founded on
Young Wild West is a hero with whom the author
acquainted. His daring deeds a11d thrilling adventu
have never been surpassed. They form the base of t
m9st dashing .stories ever published . .
Read the foll~wing numbers of this most interesti
magazine and be convinced ·: ·
No. 1. YOUNG WILD WEST, THE PBINCE OP THE SADDLE,
Issued October
mo. 2. YOUNG WILD WEST'S LUCK; or, .Striking It Rich in
Hills,
.
Issued October
mo. 3. YOUNG WILD WEST'S VICTORY; or, The Road
Last Bold· Up,
Issued N ovem
No. 4. YOUNG WILD WEST'S PLUCK; or, Bound to Beat the
Men,
·
Issued N ovem'ber
mo. 5. YOUNG WILD WEST'S BEST SHOT; or, The Rescue
Arietta. .
Issued November
mo. ·6. YOUNG WILD WEST AT DEVIL CREEK; or, Helpiug
Boom a New Town.
Issued November
mo. 7. YOUNG WILD WEST'S SURPRISE; or, The Indian
Legacy.
Issued Decem
No. 8. YOUNG WILD WEST MISSING; or, Saved by an Iu
Princess.
Issued December
1

'

•
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ON RECEIPT OF PRICE, 6 CENTS PER COPY. BY

FRANK TOUSEY. Publisher.

24~
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THE S TAG E .
THE BOY~ OF ~EW YOlU~ E:\'D i.\IE:\''S .TOKE
'outainiug a grrat variety of the lat est jokes used by the
t>nd rue1t. :\'o amateur minstrels is complete without
J litrl<' book.
THE BOYS OF :\'E\\' YORK STC'i.\IP SPEAKI1JR.g a varied assortm ent of stump speeches, ~egro, Dutch
AI.-<. end men's jokes_ Just the t!:~ng for home amuseamatt>nr shows.
THE HOY:::; OP XE\\' YORK MINSTREL GCIDE
BOOK.-Som('thing new and very instructive. Every
this book. as tt conta ins full instruct ions for oramatC'tll' minstrel troupe.
ULDOON'S .lOKES.-This is one of the most ot·iginal
ever published. Hnd it is brimfu l of wit and humor. It
a larl(l! collection of songs, jokes, conundrums, etc.. of
i.\luldoon. the great wit, humorist, and practical joker of
I::vti·.v boy who ca n enjo~· a good substantial joke should
immediately.
TO BECO)IE AN ACTOR-Containing comhow lo make up for various characters on the
er with the duties of t he Stage Manager. Prompter
and Property !\Ian. By a Jlrominent Stage l\Ianaaer:
CUS WII,LI.UIS' JOKE BOOK.-Containing the Jutanecdotes Hnd funny stories of this world-renowned and
r Gerrnlln come<lian. Sixty-four pages; handsome
con taining a half-tone photo of the author.

No: 31. H(_)W 'l'O BECO)lE A SPEAKER-Containing fourteen lilus trat10ns. gtving the different positions requisite to become
good sp!'aker, reader and eloeutionist. Also containing gems from
all the PO!,hdar ~uthors of prose and poetry, arranged in the most
Simple ann t'Oil<'ISe manner po sible.
No. 4H. HOW TO Dl<:BA'l'E.-Giving rules for conducting debates, ou!hn es for debate~. questions for discussion. and the best
sources for procuring information rm the questions given. ·
:t

SO CI ETY.

No. 3. non· TO l!~LIRT.-Thc arts and wiles of flirtat ion are
fully pxplained b.r this little book. Besides the mrious methods of
uaLtlkerchit>f,. fan. gloYe. parasol, window and hat flirtation, it con~·allls a .ftdl list of lhe language and sentiment of flowers, which is
m.terest1ng to ever.vborly, both old and young. You cannot be happy
Without one.
No. 4. IlOW TO DANCE is the title of a new and handsome
little boo!; jusl i~sued ~Y !~rank 'l'ousey. It contains full instructions 111 the art of dau<'mg, etiquette in the ball-room and at pat·ties
how to dr<'~S, and full rlirections for ca lling off in all popular sqna:·~
dances.
'o. 5. HOW TO MAKE LO\' E.-A complete guide to love
cou rts hip and marriage. giving sensible advice, rules and etiquette
to Lc ohsei'Yed, 11 ith many curious and interesting things riot gt•n~rally known.
No. 11. HOW TO DRESS.-Contaiaing full instruct ion in the
art r.f rlres in~ and appearing well at home and abroad aiving the
selections of colors, material. and how to hav!' them mad:' up.
Ko. 18. HOW '1'0 BECOI\1E BEAUTIFUL.-Oue of th e
HOUSEKEEPING.
bri.2:htest and most valuable little books !'ver given to the world.
ltl. HOW TO KBEP A \YI.\'DOW GARDEN.-Containing Everybody wishes to know bow to become benutiful, both male and
ctions for con trncting a window garden eit her in town female. The secret is simple, and almost costless. Read this book
and the most approved methods for rais ing beautifu l and be convinced how to become beautiful.
'l'he most complete book of the kind ever pub-

BIRDS AND A N IMALS .

HO\r TO COOK.-One of the most instructive books
No. 7. HOW TO KEEP BIRDS.-Handsomely illustrated and
ever published. It contains recipes fot· cook ing meats, containing full instruction· for the mamtgement and trainina of the
and oy, ters: also pies. puddings, cakes and all kinds of canary. mockingbird. bobolink, blackbird, paroquel. panot. ~tc.
and a grand co ll ection of recipes by one of our most popular·
No. 39. HOW TO RAISE DOGS, POUL'l'RY, PIGEONS AND
RABBI'l'S.-A useful and instructive book. Handsomely illus:l7. HOW TO KEEP HOl'SE.-It conta ins information fot· t t·ated . By Ira Vrofraw.
·
hoy . girls. men a nd women; it will teach you how to
No. 40. HOW TO i\IAKE AND SET TRAPS.-Including hin t~
. anything around the house, such as parlor ornaments, on ho~..- to f'ato.:h mole , weasels, otter. rats. squinels and birds.
cements, Aeolian harps, and bird lime for catching birds. Also how to cure skins. Copiously illustrated. By J. Harrington
Keene.
E L ECTRICAL.
No. 50. HOW TO STUFF BIRDS AND ANIMALS.-A
4ti. HOW TO 1\L\.KE AXD USE ELECTRICITY.-A de- valuable book, giving instructions in collecting, preparing, mountin "
of the wonderful uses of elect ri city and electro magnetism; and preserving birds, animals and insects.
"
wtth full instructions fo r making Electric Toys, Batteries,
Ko. 54. HOW TO KEEP A ID MANAGE PETS.- Giving comGt•orge Trebel, A. 1\I., 1\I. D. Containing over fifty il- plete information as to the manner and method of raisi·ng. k eepi.n~.
tam ing, breeding, and managing all kinds of pets; also gi•i·~g full
HOW TO 1\IAKE ELECTRICAL ~.~ACIIINES.-Con- instructions for making cages, etc. Fully explained bv twentv-eight
11 Jirections for making elect ri ca l mach ines, induction illustrations, making it the most complete book of 'the kin'd ever
and many novel to~·s to be worked by electricity . published.
R. Bennett. Fully illustrated .
MISCELLANEOUS
. HOW '1'0 DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS.-Containing a
lection of instructive and higlrl~· amusing electrical tricks,
No. 8. HOW 'l'O 13IWO:\IE A SCIENTIST.-A useful and inwith illustrations. By A. Anderson.
srructive book. giving a complete treatise on chemistry; a lso experi!llent~ in aco.nstics. mechanics, mathematics, chemistry, and directwns fo1· makmg fll·eworks, colored fires, and gas balloons. This
ENTERTAINMENT.
fl. HOW TO BECO)IE A VENTRILOQUIST.-By Harry book cannot be equaled.
No. 14. HO\Y 'l'O i\IAKE CANDY.-A complete hand-bool< for
The secret given away. Every intelligent boy reading
of instructions. by a practical professor (delighting multi- making all kinds of candy, ice-cream, syrups, essences, etc., etc.
Ko.
19.-FRAKK TOUSEY'S U ITED STATES DISTANCE
night with his wonderful imitations), oan master the
create any amount of fun for himse lf and friends. It is the TABLES, POCKET COMPANION AND GUIDE.-Giv ing the
official distance<> on all the rai lroads of the Un ited States aml
hook !'Ver published. and t here's millions (of fun ) in it.
HOW '1'0 E~'fER'l'AIN AN EVENING PARTY.-A Canada. Al so table of distances by water to fore ign ports, ha<'k
fares
in the principal cities, reports of the ·Census, etc., etc., making
e little book just published. A complete compendium
sports. ca rd clivet·sions, comic recitations, etc.. suitable it one of thP most comph>te and handy books publ ished
No. 38. HOW TO BECOME YOUR OWN DOC'l'OR.-A wonor or drawing-room ente rtainment. It contains more for the
del"ful book. containing useful and pmctical information in t he
than any hook published.
treatme.nt
of ot·clinar~· di seases and ailments common to every
35. HOW TO PI,AY G.-\1\IES.-A complete and useful little
containing the rul e- and r'!gulations of billiards, bagatelle, family. Abounding in useful and effective recipes for general complaints.
mmon. <'roq net. dominoes, etc.
No. 55. HOW '1'0 COLLECT STA;'IfPS AND COINS.-ConHOW TO SOLYID COKC' 'DRUMS.-Coutaining all
f'Onund rums of the day, amusing l'iddles, curious catches taining valuablf' infot"'.lation regarclin:! tlw c·ollccting aud arranging
of stamps and <'o ins. Hand some !~· illustrat,•d.
ttv savin«s
Ko. ~s. UOW '1'0 BE A DE'l'ECTIVE.-B~· Old King Brady.
52. H(nv i·o PLAY CARDS.-A complete and handv little
giving the rules and full direc tion~ fot· playinj:.' I<Juchre, Crib- the world-known detective. In which he lays down some valuable
and
sensible rules for beginners. ann alse relates some adventures
Casino, Fort~·- Five, Rounce. P edro Sancho, Draw Poker,
Pitch. All Fou1·s. and many other popular g-ames of cards. :mel experiences of wf'll-known <1etectives.
No. tiO. HOW TO BECO;\IE .\. P£IOTOGRAPHER.-ContainGG. HOW TO DO PUZZLES.-Containing over three huntcresting puzzles and conund t·ums. with key to same. A ing useful information rega rdi ng the Came ra and how to work it;
al
so
how to makP Photographi(· ;\Jagic Lantem Slides and other
book. Fully illustmtecl. By A. Anderson.
Transparenc ies. IJ:mdsomely illustrated. By Captain ,V. De " 7 •
ETI QUETT C:: .
Abner
13. HOW TO DO IT; OR, TiOOK CF ETlQUETTE.-It
No. 62. HOW TO BECOME A WEST POINT MILITARY
life ~ecret. nnd 'Ill' that e·.e ry young :nan desires to know CADET.-Containing full explanations how to gain admittance,
'l'h P I'<'·~ happiness in it.
('Ourse of Stncl~·. Examinations, Duties, Rtaff of Officers, Post
HO'W '1'0 BEHA YE.-Containing the rulf's and etiqu ette Guard, Pol:ce R"g:tlations. Fire Deprutment, and all a boy should
~oriet.r and the easiest a~d most approved
'thods of ap- know to be a Cadet. Compiled anol wl'itten by Lu SeuarPns, author
to g:oocl advantage at part1es. balls, the thea •. <!, chu rch, and of "Ilow to Bf'<'ome a Naval Cadet."
rawmg-t·oom.
No. 63. IIOW TO BmCO:IIE A NAVAL CADET.-Completl' instructions of how to gain admission to the Annapolis Naval
D E CLA MATI O N.
_A_na<Jemy. Also contain ing the course of instruction, description
27. HOW '1'0 RECITE AND BOOK OF RECITATIONS. of gi'Ounu~ and buildings. historica l sketch. and ever~·thing a bo.o:
raining the most popular seleo:!tions in usf', compr ising Dntch should know to become an officer in the. United States Navy. Com. FrE-nch dialect. Yankee and Irish dialect pieces, together piled a nd writtl'n b~· Ln SPnarens, author of "How to Become a
many E-:anda rd 1·cadings.
West Point 1\lilitat·~· Cadet."

I

PRICE 10 CENTS EACH, OR 3 FOR 25 CENTS.
Address F UANK 'TOUSEY, P ublish er, 24 U nion Square, New Yot·k.

A SPLENDID NEW ONE !

ran
CONTAINING STORIES OF ADVENTURE

ON LAND --UNDER THE SEA--IN THE AIH
:a-yo- '' N'"C>N'".A..:at.t:E
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THE PRINCE OF STORY WRITERS.

Each Number in a Handsomely Illuminated Cover.
!

...-A 32-PAGE BOOK FOR 5 CENTS.~
All our readers know J.i~rank Reade, Jr., the greatest inventor of the age, and his t~
fun-loving chums, Bat·ney and Pomp. The stories to be published in this magazine wi
contain a true account of the wonderful and exciting adventures of the famous invento
with his marvellous flying machines, electrical overland engines, and his extraordina1
submarine boats. Each number will be a rare treat. 'l'ell your newsdealer to get you
copy. Het·e are the first EIGHT titles, a.nd each number will be better than the previous on

No.1.
No. B.
NO. 3.
No.4.
No. 6.
No. 6.

FRANK READE, JR.'S WHITE CRUISER OF THE CLOUDS; or, The Search for Issued
the Dog-Faced
Me
October a
FRANK READE, JR.'S SUBMARINE BOAT, THE "EXPLORER"; or, To the North.lssued
Pole Under
the If
November
FRANK READE, JR.'S ELECTRIC VAN; or, Hunting Wilrt·Animals in the Jungles
of India.
Issued November J
FRANK READE, JR.'S ELECTRIC AIR CANOE; or, The Seareh for the Valley of DilliDonds.
"
Issued November:
FRANK READE, JR.'S SEA SERPENT"; or, The Search for Sunken Gold. IssuedJNovember ~
FRANK READE, JR.'S ELECTRIC TERROR, The "THUNDERER"; or, The Search for the Tarta1
Captive
.
Issued December
Over the
Andes.
No. 7. FRANK READE, JR.'S AIR WONDER, The "KITE''; or, ASix Weeks' FlightIssued
December 1
for a Sunken
Isfan
No. 8. FRANK READE, .JR.'S DEEP SEA DIVER, The ''TORTOISE"; or, The SearehIssued
Decembe1· .
For Sale by All Newsdealers, or will be Sent to Any Address on Receipt of Price, 5 Cents per ·copy, by

24 Union Square, New Yo
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IF YOU WANT ANY BACK NUMBERS
of our Libraries and cannot procure them from newsdealer s, they can be obtained from this office direct. Cut out and 1
in the following Order Blank and send it to us with th e price of the books you want and we will send them to you by 1
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